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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (0, D, X» L) be a general statistical decision problem where 
0 is the set of possible states of nature, D is the decision space, X 
is the sample space and L is the loss function. Assume X is finite 
and the loss function is squared error. 
For estimation problems, an interesting question is whether a 
given estimator is admissible or not. This is particularly true for 
the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) since it is often used in prac­
tice. 
It is somewhat surprising that in many situations the admissibility 
of the MLE is still an open question. The major goal of this thesis is 
to study the admissibility of the MLE for a variety of multinomial 
problems. 
In Chapter 2, the admissibility of the MLE in various situations 
will be demonstrated. In Chapter 3, the MLE will be shown to be in­
admissible for a variety of problems with restricted parameter spaces. 
These results will be demonstrated using the stepwise Bayes technique. 
This is a simple but versatile method that can be quite helpful when 
studying admissibility questions. 
In the remainder of Chapter 1, we will give an introduction to 
this technique and briefly indicate the types of problems we will be 
studying in the remainder of the thesis. 
Bayes rules are often admissible rules, for if a rule is unique 
Bayes against a prior distribution, then it is admissible. However, 
2 
there are some cases where a decision rule is admissible, but there 
does not exist a prior distribution against which this admissible rule 
is unique Bayes. 
Example 1.1: 
Let X be a binomial random variable with sample space x ~ (O, 1, 
..., n} and with parameter space 0 = [0,1]. It is well-known that 
ô(x) = ^  is an admissible estimator of 6 under squared loss (Johnson, 
1971; Blyth, 1951; Lehmann, 1983; Zacks, 1971; etc.). However, no prior 
distribution t(0) on 0 against which 6(x) is unique Bayes against t(0) 
exists. 
In fact, the only priors against which 6 is Bayes are those priors 
which put all their mass on 6 = 0 and 0=1. ô is Bayes against such 
X 2 
a prior, say T(0), since Y(T,5) = E^ Eg(0 - —) =0, i.e., Y(T,Ô) gives 
the minimum Bayes risk against T(0). However, S(x) = — is not unique 
Bayes since for another estimator d(x) given by 
d(x) = 
0 if X = 0 
c(x) X = 1, 2, ..., n-1 
1 X = n , 
2 
we have yCx, d) = E^ Eg(8 - d(X)) = 0, where for x = 1, 2, ..., n-1, 
c(x) is some number between 0 and 1. 
Instead of using just one prior distribution, we will take a set of 
mutually orthogonal priors and find the Bayes estimator for each prior 
and a well-defined subsample space. This procedure is called a "stepwise 
Bayes procedure" and yields admissible estimators. 
3 
In the literature, Hsuan (1979) first named the stepwise Bayes 
procedure for proving the admissibility of the estimator in a finite 
parameter space and a finite sample space. Also, Meeden and Ghosh 
(1981) and Brown (1981) discussed and developed it. Historically, the 
first example of such an argument is due Johnson (1971) although 
Johnson didn't give any formal definition of a stepwise Bayes proce­
dure. 
Now, we give a proof of the admissibility of 6(x) = ^  in Example 
1.1 by using a stepwise Bayes argument. 
Choose the first prior which has probability mass 1/2 on 0 = 0 
and 0=1. Then /P(X=x|0) dX^(9) has positive value only for x = 0 or 
1 1 
n. Let A = {0,n}. On A , the Bayes estimator against X is 5(0) = 0, 
6 (n) = 1. 
We now consider a restricted problem with sample space % - A^  
and parameter space 0 - {0,1} = (0,1). For the restricted problem, 
the appropriate probability mass function is 
P,, Ai(X=x|0) = —% 
(")6*(l-8)""* 
1 - e" - (1-8)" 
For this restricted problem, we choose a second prior 
' ' eale)'""'" • 
On the restricted sample space % " and the restricted parameter 
4 
2 
space (0, 1), the Bayes estimator against X is 5(x) = — for each 
X G X -
Hence, we have shown that 6 is the unique stepwise Bayes esti-
1 2 
mator against a set of priors (A , A ). From this fact, it is easy to 
prove that 6 is admissible. 
The proof of admissibility of ô(x) = ^  for 0 when X ~ Binomial 
(n, 0) under squared loss by using a stepwise Bayes procedure can be 
generalized. 
Example 1.2; 
Let X be a k + 1 dimensional multinomial random variable with 
k k 
2 X = n, 0^  = (0 , 0 , ..., 0 ) ', 0 < 0 1, and 2 0 =1. Suppose 
i=0 u 1 K 1 i=0 
i^ 
x = (Xq, X ,^ ..., x^ )' is observed. It is well-known that ô^ (x) = — 
 ^ 2 is the MLE of 0 . Under the loss function L(j0, = Z (0 - 5 ) , 
i=l 1 
it is also an admissible estimator. This follows from a stepwise Bayes 
argument. To see this, choose the first prior 
:  di (a)  
i=0 
where dl^ (£^ ). indicates that probability mass one is put on 0^  = 1. 
k 
Let X = {x = (x_, X., ..., X, )E x. = n, x. =0, 1 n}. 
u 1 K 1=0 1 1 
Then, we have 
5 
= {x e X: J P(X = x|_6)dA^ (_8) > 0} 
' 
n^' "o" *o" 
0 n • 
• » • > . • • > 0 
0 0 n 
- -
1 i 1 
On A , Ô . (x) = ) 
' 0 
if x^  = n 
otherwise 
is the unique Bayes estimator of 0^  against dA (6^ ) when x 
x^ )' G A^  is observed. 
Obviously, dX^ (9) only has positive measure on 
(XQ. 
0 = 
'l' ~0 "o" 
0 1 • 
9 ; ) • • • 9 0 
0 0 1 
On the restricted parameter space 0-0 and the restricted sample 
space X ~ A^ , we have the restricted probability 
P(X = x|l) 
X^-A^  - " " EP(X = xli) 
Z G X -
( n =0 .*1 X. 0^' ^ 1» •••» \ y QQ @1 ... 6 
 ^- ®0 " ®1 " ••• " ®k 
k 
Choose the second prior 
6 
d\^ (0) = (1 - 8% - e" - ... - 0") Z dG..(8) 
0£i<j<k 
where dG^  ^(^ ) denotes the measure which is concentrated on = 
{_0 e 0: 8.+6. =1, 0 < 0., 0. < 1} and has a density proportional to 
1 J X J 
0^ (1 - 0^ ) '^ i^ • 
Let 0^  = U 0^ '^j^  
0£l<j£k 
and = {x e X - / P .^ (X = x|0_) dX^ (_0) > 0}. 
BeQ^ ^ 
By simple calculation, we- have 
2 
A = U {x E %: Xj + %- = 1 < Xj' %- < n " 1}, 
0£i<j <k  ^
2 2 2 
and for (0 , A ), the unique Bayes estimator of 0. against dA (0^ ) is 
""i 2 given by — when 3ç e A observed. We continue che construction of 
dX^ (_0), 0^ , A^ , r = 3, 4, ..., k - 1 by induction. This means the fol­
lowing: At the r^  ^step of the induction, we have 
r r 
0 = U {0 e 0: E 0 = 1, 0 < 0 0. <1} 
0£i^ <.. .<i^ £k j=l j 1 r^ 
r r 
A = U [x E X: Z X =l,l_<x.,...,x _<n-l}. 
0<i.<...<i <k j=l j \ \ 
1 IT 1 X On (0-0 - ... - 0 , X - A -...-A), we have the restricted proba­
bility distribution 
7 
P(X = x|0) 
" TT P(X=2|8) 
2EX-A -.. .-A^  
(.. : O-:- - c 
S V ' • ' • ' 4»tr =!n \ yO+...+yj^ =n 
ICy. ,...,y. <n-r 
- ii 
1 y 1 T" t" h 
On (0-0 - ... - 0 , X " A -...-A), we choose the (r + 1) 
prior 
dA 0^ =1 Zv V Yn • • • y,. / 0n • • • 
Icy. <-..<y, <n-r 
~ "-1 r^" 
where dG. (0^ ) is a probability measure that is concentrated 
I^'-'^ r+l 
[i ,...,i ] r+1 
on 0 = {8 E 0: S 0. = 1, O<0 0. <1} 
j=l 1^ \+l 
d0, d0. ... d0. 
1 2 
and has a density proportional to -
. 0. ••• 0. (1-0. -...-0. ) 
"•1 h \ ^1 \ 
Let Qf+l = U 'r+l' 
0<i_ <•..<i ,T <k 
— 1 r+1— 
8 
Then, we have 
A 
r+1 {X E X - - ... - A^ : / P (X=X|e)dx''"^ (^0)>O} 
U 
0<l-<. . .<1 ,i<k 
— 1 r+1— 
r+1 
{x £ X* Z X = n, 1 £ X, , ..., X. £n-r-l} 
j=l j 1^ r^+1 
On (0^ "*"^ , the unique Bayes estimator of 0, against dX^ ^^ (_8) is 
""i given by —. 
Finally, we define the prior probability measure 
k , d0 de ... de 
on 
yeX' 
0 - 0^  - ... - 0^ "! 
Let 0^  = 
Then, we have 
f
 o
 
CD 
•
 
> 
1 
.V 
e 0: 0 < 0^  < 1 for each i=0, 1, ...,k/. 
A^  = {x e X - A^  - ... - A^ "^ : / P . _(X = x|8)dA^ (0)>0} 
X-A -...-A* 
0e0^  
= {(XQ, x^ , ..., x^ )' e XÎ 11 ^0' ^  - ^1' 
k k *i 
Also, on (0 , A ), — is the unique Bayes estimator of 0^  against 
k k k 
dX (^ ) when x e A is observed. By the construction, X ~ A and 
i=l 
9 
7^  are disjoint. Also, 0 = U 0^  and 0^ , 0^  are dis-
i=l 
joint. 
By construction, each dX^ (£) (i = 1, 2, ..., k) is defined on 
0^ ; however, we can define dX^ (^ ) on 0 by I . (Q) dX^ (£). 
{0e0 } 
1 k So, (dX (9^ ), dX (^ ) ) are mutually executive probability measures 
on 0. 
Since (6^  ôj^ ) ' is the unique stepwise Bayes estimator 
against a set of priors (dX^ , ..., dX^ ) and {(A^ , 0^ ): i = 1, 2, ..., k} 
satisfies the above conditions, it is easy to prove that (<Sq, ..., 6^ )' 
is admissible (see Brown, 1981). 
In Chapter 2, the stepwise Bayes technique will be used to prove the 
admissibility of the MLE in various situations. 
On the other hand, in binomial or multinomial problems when the 
natural parameter space is restricted or truncated, the MLE may be in­
admissible under squared error loss. Consider a simple example. 
Example 1.3; 
Let X be a binomial random variable with sample space % = {0, 1, 2}. 
Let the parameter space be 0* = [.1, .9]. In this case, we have 
M^LE^ *) 
.1 if X = 0 
.5 X = 1 
.9 X = 2 . 
Define 
10 
11 if X = G 
6(x) = .5 X = 1 
89 X = 2 
Then, R(0, Ô) - R(0, 8^ ^^ ) 
= {(6 - .11)2 _ (8 - .1)2} (1 -9)2 + {(6 - .89)2 - (0 -
< 0 for any 0 e [.1, .9]. 
Therefore, the MLE of 0 in the statistical problem (%, 0*) is in­
admissible under squared loss. 
Example 1.3 can be generalized. 
Example 1.4: 
Let X be binomial (n, 0) and Q e Q* = [Ç, 1 - Ç] C [0, 1] and 
suppose 0 < Ç < . Then, ^ M^ gCx) is given by 
if X = 0 
X = 1, 2 
• • • > n - 1 
Choose any e such that 
0 < e < min{- - ç 
n 
2C"(1 - 25) 
» 
and define 
11 
Ô (x) = 
ç+e 
X 
n 
1 - (ç+e) 
if X = 0 
i £ x = l ,  2 ,  . . . , n - l  
if X = n . 
Then, we can show that 
R(0, 6) - R(0, < 0 for any 0 e [Ç, 1 - Ç]. 
This implies that 8^  _ is inadmissible under squared error loss in 
the statistical decision problem (%, 0*). 
To see that this is true, note that 
R(0,  6^1^) -  R(0,  5)  
n 
E {(0 - ê (x))^  - (0 - 6(x)2} (") 0^ (1 - 0) 
x=0 * 
n-x 
{(0 - 5)^  - (0 - (Ç + e))^ }(l - 0)^  - {(0 - (1 - 0)2 
- (0 - (1 - Ç - e)) }0 
= e{(20 - 2Ç - e)(l - 0)" - (20 - 2 + 2ç + e)0"} . 
Define *(0) = (20 - 2Ç - e)(1 - 0)" - (20 - 2 + 2; + E)0^ . We now 
show that 0(0) > 0 by considering several cases. 
Case (i) Ç £ 0 < Ç + ^  : 
e < 1 - 2ç implies g +  ^- OnÇ£0<Ç+'j<-i,we have 
12 
20 - 2ç - e > - e, ç" < e" and (1 - 0)" - e" < (1 -
Therefore, we have 
4(8) = (26 - 2Ç - e){(l - 9)" - s"} + 2(1 - 2ç - e)e^  
> - e{(l - - ç"} + 2(1 - 2ç - E);" > 0 . 
Case (il) Ç + f 1 9 < f = 
Since 26 - 2Ç - £ > 0 and (1 - 6)'^  > ô" on ç + -f < 8 < &,we have 
*(8) > 2(1 - 2Ç - e)8" > 0. 
Case (iii) y ^  8 ^  1 - Ç; 
Since 4>(6) satisfies (pCd) - (|)(1 - 0), i.e., c()(0) is symmetric 
about 9 = Y» (1) and (i) imply (()(6) >0on-|'<9£l - Ç. Also, we have 
(j)(^ ) > 0 immediately. 
It is possible to use the stepwise Bayes technique to prove the 
inadmissibility of the MLE for some problems with restricted parameter 
spaces where it is very difficult to find explicitly an estimator which 
dominates the MLE. For example, Sackrowitz and Strawderman (1974) showed 
the inadmissibility of the MLE when X^ , X^ , ..., X^  are independent, each 
~ Binomial (n^ , 6^ ) and the parameter space is restricted to be 
6^  £ 02 £ ... ^  6^ . This argument was extended in Brown (1981) and a 
complete class theorem was proved. 
In Chapter 3, we will use Brown's technique to prove the inadmissi-
13 
bility of the MLE for various multinomial problems with restricted 
parameter space. 
14 
MLE 
2. SOME ADMISSIBLE ESTIMATORS UNDER 
SQUARED ERROR LOSS FOR MULTINOMIAL PROBLEMS 
2.1. The Admissibility of the MLE in the Multinomial 
Problems whose Parameters Are Written by Monomials 
of other Parameters 
In Chapter 1, we proved for the multinomial distribution that the 
of £ = (Pq, P ,^ ..., p^ )' is admissible under the loss function 
k , 2 
L(£, = E (p. - Ô.) . In this chapter, we extend this result when 
&=1  ^  ^
the p^ 's are expressed as a certain function of some other parameters, 
such as 
®1G' ®ll' •••' ®ls^ ' ®20' ®21' •••' ®2s2' ®rO' ®rl' r^s^  
(2.1.1) 
where each 9^  ^satisfies 
0  <  8 j .  < 1  ( 2 . 1 . 2 )  
—  —  
and 
"i 
Z 6,. = 1 (2.1.3) 
j=0 
for each 1=1, 2, ..., r. 
Situations that can be expressed by (2.1.1) through (2.1.3) are quite 
common. Some examples will be given later in this section. 
For convenience, define 
15 
0  =  { 9 .  =  ( e . f , ,  8 . . ,  ...,8. )' which satisfies (2.1.2) and (2.1. 3 ) }  
X lu xX xs^  
(2.1.4) 
and 
0 = {£ = (_0j, £2» • • • »  ^^ for each i = 1, 2, ...,r}. 
(2.1.5) 
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, we are interested in deciding when 
the MLE is admissible. In Theorem 2.1.1, a simple sufficient condition 
for the admissibility of the MLE of ^  will be given. Even though this 
is a simple sufficient condition, this theorem is applicable in various 
situations, including some missing data problems and log-linear models. 
We begin by introducing some notations. Consider a sequence of n 
independent and identically distributed trials such that at each trial 
there are k + 1 possible outcomes.Wq, W^ , ..., w^  with corresponding 
probabilities p^ , p^ , ..., p^  where p^  + p^  + ... + p^  = 1. Consider 
the random variable X^ , X^ , ..., X^  where 
= frequency of w^  among n trials. 
Then, the joint distribution X = (X^ , X^ , ..., X^ )' is k-dimensional 
multinomial (or k-nomial) distribution. We write X ~ Multinomial 
(PQ) •••» P^ )')" Let 
k 
X = {(Xm' X = 0, 1, ..., n, S x = n} (2.1.6) 
i=0 
and 
 ^= {wq, w^ , ..., w^ }. (2.1.7) 
16 
Let Y be a random variable whose range is 0. Denote 
2 = (pQ, •••» and let P(Y = = p^ , £ = 0, 1, k. 
In many stepwise Bayes arguments, the key problem is choosing the 
sequence of restricted problems along with the appropriate priors in 
the "correct" order. Before stating the theorem, we will indicate how 
the sequence will be chosen in this case. 
Let each p^  be given by where £ e 0. (2.1.8) 
So, = ((|)q(0^ ), (|)^  W, ..., 0^ (8)) satisfies 
0 £ (()^ (_8) £ 1 for each ^  e 0 and each & = 0, 1, ..., k 
and 
(2.1.9) 
k 
S <!>n(0) = 1 for each 0 e 0. (2.1.10) &=0 ^ 
Furthermore, we interpret that (2.1.8) Implies that for any £ = 
k 
(p., p , ..., p,)' where 0 < p. < 1, E p. = 1, there exists at least 
u 1 K % &=o 
one 0 e 0 such that 
2 = • (2.1.11) 
Equation (2.1.11) implies that for any w E 0, there exists at least 
one 0 e 0 such that 
P(Y = w|j^ (£)) > 0. 
Let 0' be a proper subset of 0 and define 
(2.1.12) 
17 
0(JÎ') = {6 e 0: S P(Y = w|<j)(9)) = 1} . 
wefi' 
Note that for a given 0', 0(0') may be empty. 
Define 
0"'"(n') = {£ e 0(0'); P(Y = w|^ (6_)) > 0 for every w e 0'} . 
Note it is possible for 0 (0') to be empty even when 0(0') is not 
empty. 
+ 
First, find all the singletons such that 0 (w^ ) is nonempty. 
No such singletons may exist. But if they do, call them w , w , ..., 
1 2 
Note G"*'(W )^ = 0(w^ ). 
Lemma 2.1.1; 
If i ^  &, 0(w^ ) n G(w^ ) = (j). 
Proof ; 
+ + Suppose there exists ^  E 0 (w^ )n 9 (w^ ). By the definition 
of 0(w), we have 
P(Y = wj^ (^ )) = 1, P(Y = w^ |^ (^ )) = 1. 
On the other hand, by the definition of probability, 
1= I P(Y . w|*(6_j) > P(Y . w.|4(8_))+P(Y . w.|*(8_)) 
wen  ^  ^
= 1 + 1 = 2 .  
18 
This is a contradiction. 
Let dA^ (^ ) be a probability distribution on 0 which is concen-
+ + + 
trated on 0 (w ) Z = 1, 2 a. Since 0 (w ), 0 (w ), .... 
1^ 2 
+  1  1 ^ 1  0 (w ) are disjoint, dX (^ ) = — Z dX.(GO is a probability distribu-
a &=1 * 
tion on 0. Choose dX^ (9^ ) for the first prior. Obviously, 
1 °' + 
0(dX ) = U 0 (w ). 
A=1 
+ 
Next, consider all pairs (w , w.) where i < j such that 0 (w , w.) 
i J  ^ J 
Is nonempty. Note that for such a pair, 
0^ (w., w ) = 0(w , w. ) - {0(w.) U0(w. )}. 
J- J 1 J ^ J 
+ 
No pairs (w^ , ) such that 0 (w^ , w^ ) ^  (j) may exist. But if they 
do, call them (w , w. ), (w , w. ), ..., (w , w. ). 
h 1^ h 2^ 3^ 3^ 
Lemma 2.1.2; 
, w. ) n 0'*'(w. , w. ) = (}) if fi, / k. 
H \ Jk 
Proof ; 
Suppose there exists ^  e 0^ \w , w. )H 0^ (w. , w, ). By the 
\ k^ 
definition, we have 
P(w^ l^M^ )) + P(Wj |^ (^ )) = 1, 
P(w, |1(^ )) > 0, P(w |*(^ )) > 0. 
k^ 
19 
Without loss of generality, we may assume 1^  ^  1 . Recall 
1^  < Hence, 1^  is different from both i^  and j 
By the property of the probability distribution, 
1 = Z P(w|*%)) 
wefl 
> P(w Ii%)) + P(w + P(W, 14(6.)) 
k a 
> 1. This is a contradiction. 
2 
Let dX. . (^) be a probability measure on 0 which is concentrated 
VJI 
+ + + 
on 0 (w , w. ), a = 1, 2 g. Since 0 (w , w. ), .... 0 (w , w ) 
 ^  ^ H 1^ a 
are disjoint, 
dA^ 0) = i E dX? , (6) 
~ ^ &=1 
is a probability distribution on 0. 
In the same way, consider all triples (w^ , w^ , w^ ), 1 < j < k 
such that 0^ (w^ , Wj, w^ ) is nonempty. Proceeding as before, we let 
Wj, w^ ) = 0Cw^ , Wj, w^ ) 
- {0(wi, Wj)U0(w^ , w^ ) U 0(Wj , w^ )} 
and if (1, j, &) f (d, e, f) then 
0"*'(w^ . Wj , Wg)ri 0"^ (Wj, w^, Wg) = f. 
3 
So, considering all triples, we can define dX. (^ ) which is con-
j 
centrated on ©"^ (w^ , w^  , w^ ) if 0"'"(w^ , w^  , w^ ) is not empty. Again, no 
20 
+ triples (w^ , w,, w^ ) such that 0 (w^ , w^  , w^ ) f c|) may exist. But if 
3 they do, we define in the above way and then construct 
dX^ (0). 
We continue on considering the groups of four, groups of five, 
and so on, until we reach the final step which considers the set 
Note that when we are considering groups of Z elements (2 = 4, 5, 
. .., k + 1) , we have 
0^ (w. ) = 0(w w ) " { U 0(w , ...,w )} 
1^ H h H 1^ . 
9^ ' • • • '*^ 5— 
and if i^  < ig < ... < i^  ^and < jg < ••• < satisfies (i^ , i2, 
..., i^ ) f (j^ , ..., j^ ), then we have 
0 (w , w , ..., w ) n 0 (w. , w. , ..., W, ) = (j). 
1 ^2 a ^1 ^2 
Also, note 
0^ (wQ, w^ , ..., w^ ) f (j) (2.1.13) 
because if it is empty, there exists at least one e such that 
P(Y = ~ 0 for any £ £ 0, 
which is a contradiction of (2.1.12). 
This concludes the outline of the order in which the stepwise Bayes 
argument will proceed. We are ready to state the main result of this 
section. 
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Theorem 2.1.1; 
Let e = (0io'®ll'"*'®ls^ ' ®20'®21' • • • ' ®2s2' ®rO'®rl'* " *'®rs^ ,^  ' 
be the unknown vector of parameters that satisfies (2.1.2) for each 
i, j and (2.1.3) for each i. 
Let 
X = (Xq, X^ , ..., X^ )' ~ Multinomial (n, ^(£)) 
where ^ (£) = (<|'g(^ )> <J'^ (£)» •••» satisfies (2.1.9) and (2.1.10). 
r 
Assume E s. < k < n - 1. 
i=l 1 - -
Furthermore, assume (|)q(^ )j (^ ), ...» (|)^ (^ ) are all monomials of 
®10' ®11' •••' ®ls^ ' ®20' ®21' •••' ®2s2' ®rO' ®rl r^s^ .' 
i.e., 
IT S â 
*.(8) = c. : e,. A = o, i, ..., k (2.1.14) 
 ^  ^i=l j=0  ^
where is a positive real number and each a^ ^^  is a nonnegative inte­
ger that satisfies 
k 
S a., 0 > 0 for all i, j. (2.1.15) 
z=o 
Then the MLE of 0 is admissible under the loss function 
L(0, 6) = E (8,. - 6,,)^ . (2.1.16) 
i=l j=l  ^ " 
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Proof ; 
Let X = (XQ, x^ , Xj^ ) ' e X denote the observed vector of counts. 
Then, the likelihood function is proportional to 11 4u(8) which is 
Z=0 ^ 
proportional to 
k 
r s J *ij4*A 
n r e.r " . (2.1.17) 
i=l j=0 
Hence, 0 MLE is given by 
Si k 
t=0 Z=0  ^
(2.1.18) 
for any i, j if the denominator of (2.1.18) is positive. 
The is undefined when the denominator of (2.1.18) is zero. 
We will discuss the estimation of 6^  ^in such a case later. 
To prove that the MLE of 0^  ^is admissible under the given loss 
function (2.1.16), all we have-to do is to construct a sequence of 
priors dX[i_, 1., ..., i ](.0) that satisfies certain conditions by the 
u 1 Oi — 
stepwise Bayes technique. 
We let 
0(i , i-, ..., i ) = 0(w , w , ..., w ) 
 ^ 1^ 2^ a 
and 
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0"^ (i , 1 , 1 ) = ©"""(w , w , w ). 
12 a 2^ 
Now, let IQ, 1^ , ..., be such that 
and 
0 < i ^ < l < . . . < i  < k  
— 0 1 a — 
® (ig» * • • • > 1Q )^ 5^  4*" 
Our purpose is to construct a probability measure dAIi^ , i^ , ..., i^ ] 
on 0^ (iQ, i^ , ..., i^ ) where dXtig, i^ , ..., (_0= x) equals 
ij MLE t:he appropriate set of x's. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume i^  - 0, i^  = 1, 
i^  = a by changing indexes. 
To construct such a probability measure, we need several facts 
and lemmas. 
Let 
A(i) = 
{(XQ, *1, ...» Xj^ )' e X: = n} if Q"^ (i) ^  <j) 
if 0^ (i) = (}). 
By induction, define 
X ( 0 , 1 ,  U  A(J « ,  
(jg.jl jt)G?(a) 
and 
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A(0, 1, ...» a) = 
{x e x*(0> 1» •••> oi) • P(2^ 35.1^ ) ^  0 for any 
19 e 0^ (0, 1, ..., a)} if Q^ \o, 1, ..., a) ^  * 
(j) otherwise 
where 11(a) is the set of indexes with 
0 < in < ji < ... < j, < k that satisfies b < a - 1 and 
— U 1 D — 
G'^ (jQ, .... j^ ) 9^  <J> (2.1.19) 
and possibly for some 
0 £ < ji < ... < k that satisfies 
(jg, jg^ ) ^  (0, 1, a) and ©^ (Jq. j^ ) f (&. 
(2.1.20) 
Also, let 11(a)* be the set of all Indexes (j^ , ..., j^ ) that 
. £  
 ^<t>. 
satisfies 0 ^  < ... <j^ £a,b<a-l and ©"'"(JQ» • • • > jy) 
To simplify the mathematical symbols, we let 
P(w|0_) = P (w I ^ (2,)  
and 
p(x = x|2) = P(x = x|^(e_)). 
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When we consider the restricted problem on 0^ (0, 1, a), we 
have already considered the restricted problems 
(® (jg* * •••» ACig, , j^ )) 
where (jg, j^ ) e 11(a). 
For groups of indexes of the same size, the order in which we consider 
them does not matter. 
By the induction procedure of the stepwise Bayes technique, on 
the restricted sample space 
X' = X'(0, 1, .... a) 
and the restricted parameter space 
0' = 0 -  ^ jy), 
(jg j^ )ell(a) " 
the restricted probability distribution P , is defined by 
X 
P(X = x|£) 
x^' - " " Z P(X = zli) • 
Z^ X' 
For convenience, let 
(restriction) = Z P(X = 
ZPX' 
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. 1 - E E 
Cj Q» • • • > (o'') ySA ( j Q » ' 
P(Z|8) . 
(2.1.21) 
Lemma 2.1.3: 
Assume 0 (0, 1, ..., a) ^  <p. Then, we have 
(restriction)!, (6_) = (£.) 
0 (0,1,...,a) xeA(0,l,...,a) 0 (0,1,...,a) 
(2.1.22) 
where 
0 (0,1 a) 
(0 )  =  
1 if 0 e 0 (0, 1, ..., a) 
0 otherwise. 
Proof : 
Let 
a 
X(0, 1, ...,a) = {(x , X , ..., X )' G %: Z x. = n}. 
&=0 
By the definition of 0 (0, 1, ..., a), A(0, 1, ..., a) and %*(%), we 
have 
1 = E P(X = x\l) 
X£)( (0,1; m • • JOT) 
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Z P(X = x|0.) 
xeA(0,l,...,a) 
* E = sli) 
XEA(jQ,. . . ,j^) 
for each 9 e 0^ (0, 1, ..., a). (2.1.23) 
Now, suppose 3Ç e X' satisfies  ^1 for some % = a+1, cx+2, ..., k, then 
we have 
P(X = x|l)I , (£) = 0. (2.1.24) 
0  ( 0 , 1 , . . . , a )  
Equation (2.1.24) is easy to check because by the definition of 
0*^ (0, 1, . .., a) we have 
P(Wn|8)I + (0) = 0 
0 (0, 1 , . . . , % )  
and hence 
P(X = x|8)I (6) 
0 (0,1,...,a) 
) n P(Y = W.|0)''^  I + (8) 
Xq, X^, . . . ,  Xj^/jl=0 0 (0,1,.. . ,a) 
= 0. 
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For 
X e A(jg, .... jy) where (j^ , ..., j^ ) e ?(a) - 11(a)* 
(2.1.25) 
there exists some & > a+1 such that x. > 1. Hence by (2.1.24) for x 
that satisfies (2.1.25), we have 
P(X = x|^ )I (£) = 0. (2.1.26) 
0 (0,1 a) 
By (2.1.24) and (2.1.26), we have 
(restriction)! , (6^ ) 
0 (0,1,...,a) 
= {i- Z] * ZZ p(x = x|2) 
(jO'^ l^' • * * (O^ ) 2£?'^ (jg» • • • ijy) 
E t Z p(x = x|e)} 
(jQ,jl,...,jy)E%(a)-%(a) xeA(jQ,j^ ,...,j^ ) 
XI (£) 
0 (0,1,...,a) 
1 - E * E P(X = x|0,)I + (8.) 
(Jq>32»• • • »jl^ )^ -^ (ot) xsA(jQ,j ,...,j^ ) 0 (0,1,. ..,a) 
E P(x = x|0.)i (2). 
xeA(0,l,...,a) 0 (0,1,...,a) 
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Let 
G\o, 1, .... a) + <p. (2.1.27) 
Consider 
a a 
n p(w |e) = Z *o(8) 
£=0 ^ Z=0 ^ ~ 
a 
 ^ ®i j^ =o  ^
« n 8,.* " . (2.1.28) 
1=0 j=l 
Without loss of generality, we may assume the following; 
For i = 1, 2, d and j = 0, 1, s^ , 
a 
Z a... is positive. (2.1.29) 
Z=0 
For i = d+1, d+2 e and j =0, 1, ..., t^ , 
a 
E a... is positive. (2.1.30) 
£=0 
For i = d+1, d+2, ..., e and j = t^ +1, t^ +2, ..., s^ , 
a 
Z a g is zero. (2.1.31) 
Z=0 
For i = e+1, e+2, ..., r and j = 0, 1 s^ , 
a 
E a 5 is zero. (2.1.32) 
Z=0 
30 
By (2.1.15) and (2.1.31), we have 
k 
S a .u > 0 for each (1, j) that satisfies 
2=a+l  ^
i = d+1, d+2, ..., e and j = t^ +1, t^ +2, ..., s^ . (2.1.33) 
Lemma 2.1.4: 
Under the assumptions (2.1.29) through (2.1.32), if 
8_ G 0 (0, 1, ..., a), we have 9^  ^> 0 for any (i, j) that satisfies 
i E {1, 2 d}, j e {0, 1 s^ } (2.1.34) 
or 
i e {d+1, d+2, ..., e}, j e {O, 1, ..., t^ }. (2.1.35) 
Proof : 
+ For 6 e 0 (0, 1, ..., a), suppose 0.. = 0 for some (i, j) that 
— 1] 
satisfies (2.1.34). Then the right side of equation (2.1.28) equals 
a 
zero since E a .„ is positive. Hence, for some £ e {O, 1, ..., a}, 
A=0  ^ . • 
P(Wj^ |£^ ) = 0. This is a contradiction of the definition of 
0^ (0, 1, ..., a). 
By the same reasoning, we have 0^  ^> 0 for any (i, j) that sat­
isfies (2.1.35). 
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Lemma 2.1.5: 
Assume (2.1.27) and (2.1.29) through (2.1.32). Then, we have 
for each & = a+1, a+2, ..., k, there exists 
i E {d+1, d+2, ..., e}, j e {t^ +1, t^ +2, ..., s^ } such 
that a^ jg^  > 0. (2.1.36) 
Proof ; 
Suppose = 0 for any (i, j) where i e {d+1, d+2, ..., e} 
and j e {t^ +1, t^ +2, ..., s^ }. Pick £ e 0^ (0, 1, ..., a). Then, by 
lemma 2.1.3, we have 
" f n n > o. 
"+1 - \ 1-1 j-o /\ i=d+i j=o / 
This is a contradiction of £ £ 0^ (0, 1, ..., a). 
The same argument works for H = a+2, a+3, ..., k. 
For each i = 1, 2, ..., e, let 
0^ [O, 1, ..., t^ ] = = (e^ Q, 0^ ,^ 0j,g )' £0^  where 
t. 
0 < 0 , 8 ..., 0 < 1 and z"" 0 = l}. 
lU x± j=o -LJ 
Define 
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:[0, 1, a] = {6^ = (£|» ^ 2'  ^0 where 
e 0^ [O, 1, ..., s^ ] for i= 1,2,...,d, 
0. e 0.[0, 1, ..., t ] for i= d+l,d+2,...,e 
—1 1 1 
and 6^  ^e 0^  for i = e+l,e+2,... ,r} . 
(2.1. 
lemma 2.1.6; 
Under the assumptions of (2.1.27) and (2.1.29) through (2.1.32), 
we have 
C[0, 1, ..., a] = 0"*"(O, 1, ..., a). 
Proof ; 
Let 2 G C[0, 1, a]. By assumptions, we have 
\ 1=1 j=0 / \i=d+l j=0 / 
Since 6^  ^> 0 for any (i, j) that satisfies (2.1.34) or (2.1.35), we 
have (f'g(6_) >0. By the same reasoning, we have (j)^ (^ ) > 0, 
* 2 ( 8 . )  > 0 .  . * a ( 8 )  >  0 .  
Furthermore, 
' il J: )(2 j!o 
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( H 0 . 
\i=d+l j=t^+l / 
e s. a. 
By (2.1.36), we have H IT^  0 = 0. Hence, (j) .(8) = 0. 
l=d+l j=t^+l 
The same argument works for & = a+2, a+3, ..., k. 
On the other hand, for ^  e 0 (0, 1, ..., a), we have shown 
> 0 for any (i, j) that satisfies (2.1.34) or (2.1.35). Further­
more, 
k k 
n *0(2) « ( n 8 V J gA=a+i 
&=a+l \ 1=1 j=0 ^ / \ i=d+l j=0 ^ 
X / n 
Vl=d+1 j=t^  
k 
g S,=a+1 
+1 
and the fact (2.1.33) implies 6^  ^= 0 for any (1, j) that satisfies 
1 = d+1, d+2, ..., e and j = t^ +1, t^ +2, s^ . Hence, 
0^ (0, 1, ..., a) C C[0, 1, ..., a]. 
For convenience, define 
^0^[O,l,...,t^]^ii^ • j Q 
1 if 8^  E 0^ 10, 1, ..., t^ ] 
otherwise. 
Define the probability measure dX[0, 1, ..., a](6) such that 
r 
dX[0, 1, ..., a](£) °= (restriction) E dG (EL) (2.1.38) 
1=1 ^ ^ 
34 
"here d0^ 2 ' '  "«is, 
ho «il ••• «is^  " ^ ° 
dS,W,) = < . , "ll ••• ^ i^Ci 
' \[0,1 t^ I^ Si) ... 8^ ^^  " l-d+l,d+2 e 
any probability measure on 0^  which has the first moments 
if i = e+1, e+2, ..., r (2.1.39) 
and (restriction) is defined by (2.1.21). Obviously, d[0, 1, ..., a] (£^ ) 
is defined on C[0, 1 a]. 
Now, we need to check that dX[0, 1, ..., a](0) is a probability 
measure on 0'. 
Lemma 2.1.7; 
Assume (2.1.27) and (2.1.29) through (2.1.32). Then, if 
a 
X = (x , X , ..., X,)' e X* and S x = n, we have 
u J- i=0 1 
a 
E a Xp > 0 for any (i, j) that satisfies (2.1.34) 
1=0 ^ 
or (2.1.35). (2.1.40) 
Proof : 
Suppose Lemma 2.1.7 is not true, i.e., 
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a 
2 a .X. = 0 for some (i, j) that satisfies (2.1.34) 
&=0 
or (2.1.35). (2.1.41) 
Then, we have ~ 0 for each & = 0, 1, .. . , a. Without loss of 
generality, let 
*ijO ^  *ijl ^  ° ®ijf ^  i^jf+1 ~ ^ ijf+2 
... = a = 0. (2.1.42) 
ijot 
Then, we have 
0"^ (1, 2, ..., f) f (|). (2.1.43) 
To prove this fact, assume i = e, j = t^  without loss of generality. 
Let 
)" = {0 = (©', 9', ..., 0')' £0 that satisfies 
— —1 —L —r 
 ^e 0^ [O, 1, ..., s^ ] for each i = 1, 2 d, 
0, e 0,[O, 1, ..., t,] for each j = d+1, d+2, ..., e-1 
—J J J 
and e 0g[O, 1, ..., t^ -1]}. 
Under (2.1.42), each 2 E 0" satisfies 
P(Y = w^ l£) > 0 for a = 0, 1, ..., f, (2.1.44) 
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and 
P(Y = = 0 for 1 = f+1, f+2, ..., a. (2.1.45) 
Also, it is very easy to see that 
0" C 0(0, 1, ..., a). (2.1.46) 
By (2.1.44) through (2.1.46), we have (2.1.43). 
This fact implies that x e x satisfying (2.1.41) is an element 
o f  A ( 0 ,  1  f ) .  T h i s  i s  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n  o f  x  e  x * •  
Lemma 2.1.8: 
Assume (2.1.27) and (2.1.29) through (2.1.32). Then, we have 
A(0, 1, ..., a) = {% G x': = ... = x^  ^= 0 and 
a 
E a X. > 0 for any (i, j) that 
2=0 
satisfies (2.1.34) or (2.1.35)}. (2.1.47) 
Proof : 
By lemma 2.1.5, :x e A(0, 1, . .., a) satisfies = x^ _^ g = — 
= x^  = 0 immediately. Also, this fact implies that x e A(0, 1, ..., a) 
a 
satisfies Z x = n. Hence, by lemma 2.1.7, x belongs to the set 
i=0 
of the right-hand side of (2.1.47). 
On the other hand, pick an x that belongs to the right-hand side 
of (2.1.47). Then, we have 
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a a 
Z  a x .  2 a . . . x .  
PCX . x|0) - ( n  ^9,/=° M( n 'é 9'-° ') > 0 
\i=l j=0  ^ /\i=d+l j=0  ^ / 
4-for any 0_ e 0 (0, 1, ..., a). Hence, x e A(0, 1, ..., a). 
Now, we are ready to check that dX[0, 1, ..., a] (£^ ) Is a well-
defined probability measure on 0*. 
By (2.1.31) and (2.1.32), we have 
r 
/ dX[0,l,... ,a] (0) Œ/(restriction) I . ^^ (G) IT dG.(6) 
££©• ~ - 1=1 ^ ~ 
= £(0,. = W a3(i> J/Vi' 
Z c(.) I n / 
xeA(0,l a) i=l £j^ e0^ [O,l s^ ] j=0 
* dSii dGiz ... 
e t E'a X -1 
X n / e . % de. d0 ...de 
i=d+l e^ e0^ [O,l,...,t^ ] j=o i 
X n / dG (81 ) 
i=e+l 0.£0. 
—i i 
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c(3c) n B(2 £^00*0»  ^  ^^ is o^ o) 
xeA(0,l,...,a) 1=1 1"* *  ^ is^ it 36 
 ^4 Li '^*ilA*&' •••' i=d+l X 
(2.1.48) 
where 
r (x ) r (x ) . . .  r (x ) 
B(X-, X,, ..., X.) = 
0' 1' 1' r(xQ + x^  + ... + x^ ) ' 
c(3c) is a positive constant and the summation 2' is over 
A = 0, 1, ... , a. 
Recall by lemma 2.1.8, x e A(0, 1, ..., a) satisfies 
for any j =0, 1 s^ , i = 1, 2, ...,d and for any 
j  = 0 ,  1 ,  . . . ,  t ^ ,  i  =  d + l ,  d + 2 ,  . . . ,  e .  
So, (2.1.48) has a positive finite value. Hence, 
dA[0, 1, ..., a] (2), suitably normalized, is a well-defined probability 
measure on 0'. 
Obviously, the prior probability measure dX[0, 1, ..., a] (0_) has 
a positive mass on G (0, 1, ..., a). 
Let's find 
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(x E x'; I x|^>dX[0, 1, ...,a](0) >0}. 
By the definition of the restricted probability distribution P , and 
A 
the prior probability measure dX[0, 1 a], we have 
d%[0, 1, a] m 
X 
P(X = xle^ ) r 
(restriction) 
r s Za ..X. 
c(x) n / * dG,(8,) 
~ 1=1 j=o ^ -1 
where c(x) is a constant for 0 = (8_, 9„, 0 )' and the summation 
— —1 —Z —r 
2 is over £ = 0, 1 k. For i = d+1, d+2, e, by (2.1.39) 
we have 
f ®i ^^ 14 A I * dG.Cd.) 
j=0 ^ ^ 
*1 oZ*ija=A 
j=t^ +i 
de,,d0 de, 
®iO ®il •*' ®it, ^^ 1 
0^ E0^ [O,1,...,t^ ] 
®i 
Now, n 0  ^ is equal to one if 
j=t^ +l 
k 
E = 0 for all j = t^ +1, t^ +2, ..., (2.1.49) 
40. 
and zero otherwise. 
By (2.1.31) and (2.1.49), we have 
k 
0 = S a.-.x. for all j = t.+l, t +2, ..., s and 
&=a+l  ^  ^
i = d+1, d+2, ..., e. (2.1.50) 
By (2.1.36) and (2.1.50), we have 
= 0 for any Z = a+1, a.+2, ..., k. (2.1.51) 
Hence, if x e X' and /P ,(X = x|£) dX[0, 1, ..., a](^ ) > 0, then by 
X  
(2.1.51) and Lemma 2.1.7, we have 
a 
E a^ .-X. > 0 for any (i, j) that satisfies (2.1.34) 
&=0  ^
or (2.1.35). (2.1.52) 
On the other hand, if jx e x' satisfies 
> 0 for some i e {a+1, a+2, ..., k}, (2.1.53) X, 
then / P , (X = x|£) dA[0, 1, ..., a] (^ ) = 0. 
Now, under the condition of (2.1.52), we have 
t Za .X. 
/ 8,4 dG (8 ) 
j=0  ^
41 
and 
li 
J^ £^0j^ [O,l,... ,t^ ] 
" *10A*A'^ *ilA*&  ^  ^° 
for each 1 = d+1, d+2, ..., e, (2.1.54) 
s, Za, ..X, 
j=0 
dGiCe^ ) 
ji .%*!]&*& 
1-0 ^ 
®10 ®11 ••• ®is, «il «12 
.. d0 
iSi 
0 e^0j, [ 0,1,... ,s^ ] 
=  ^*il«X2  ^ ° each ^  = 
1, 2, ..., d. 
Therefore, by (2.1.52) through (2.1.55), we have 
(2.1.55) 
{x E x'; / P_,(x = X|e) dX[0, 1, ..., a](80 > 0} 
A 
= A(0, 1, ..., a). 
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For X E A(0, 1, ..., a), j =0, 1, ..., and 1 = e+1, e+2, ..., r, 
k 
we have Z a...x. = 0 since a . = 0 for j =0, 1, s, i= e+1, 
£=30  ^ 1 
e+2, ..., r and & = 0, 1 a. Therefore, for i = e+1, e+2, r, 
^ dG^ce^) = fdG^cep = i. (2.1.56) 
By (2.1.54), (2.1.55) and (2.1.56), for 3C e A(0, 1, ..., a), we 
have 
/ P.'(2 = 2ili) dX[0, 1 a](i) 
X 
1=1  ^*il&*&  ^
* i=d+l • (2.1.57) 
By the same calculation, for j = 0, 1 s^ , i = 1, 2, ..., d 
and X £ A(0, 1, ..., a), we have 
/ (Ji ° xlf.) dA[0, 1 aJW 
' c(2) It B(S 1 + 2 E 
i=l i 
* , Za^ ^^ x^ , ''"'Eait &%&) > (2.1.58) 
i=d+l i 
for j  = 0 ,  1 ,  . . . ,  t ^ ,  i =  d + 1 ,  d + 2 ,  . . . ,  e  a n d  x  e  A ( 0 ,  1 ,  . . . ,  a ) ,  w e  
43a 
have 
/ 'y P%,(% - xj8)dX|0, 1 a](8) 
' C(x) n B(S Z .x^ ) 
1=1 1 
 ^l=d+l •"' ^ •"' (2.1.59) 
for j = t^ +l, t^ +2, ..., s^ , i = d+1, d+2 e and x e A(0, 1, ..., a) 
we have 
/ P , (X = x|e_) dX[0, 1 a](0) = 0 (2.1.60) 
and for j =0, 1, ..., s^ , i = e+1, e+2, ..., r and x £ A(0, 1, ..., a) 
we have 
/0ij P^ ,(X = x|0)dX[O, 1, ..., a] (GO = / e^ j dG^ (ii) . (2.1.61) 
Denote 8.. _ to be the stepwise Bayes estimator of 9. . with ij Bayes c j ij 
respect to the prior probability measure dA[0, 1, ..., a](GO on 
(0*"(0, 1, ..., a), A(0, 1 a)). By (2.1.57) to (2.1.61), we 
have 
/ 8.,P^ ,(X=x|8)dX[0,l a](9) 
A fy =5 v'i 5S =j—A 
ij Bayes*'- / Py. (l=2ili)dX[0,l a] (GO 
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a 
jo 
Jo 
if j = 0, 1, s^ , i = 1, 2 ,  . . . ,  d .  
a 
^ i^j £=0 
Jo Jo 
if j = 0, 1, ..., t^ , 
i = d+1, d+2, ..., e, 
if j = t^ +1, ..., s^ , 
i = d+1, d+2, ..., e J 
= Eg (G^ j) if j = 0, 1, ...» s^ , 
i = e+1, e+2, ..., r . (2.1.62) 
Hence, on A(0, 1, ..., a), 0^  ^Bayes (2.1.18) are equivalent. 
Recall the MLE of 0^  ^is undefined when the denominator of (2.1.18) 
Is zero. For :x E A(0, 1, ..., a) and i = e+1, e+2, ..., r the denomi­
nator of (2.1.18) is zero. Hence, 9^  ^ 1^ = e+1, e+2, ..., r, j = 
+ 0, 1, ..., s^ ) are undefined on (0 (0, 1, ..., a), A(0, 1, ..., a)). 
From a frequentist point of view, these parameters cannot be estimated. 
On the other hand, Bayesians could treat them as a no data 
problem and introduce a prior distribution for the parameters which do 
not appear in the likelihood function. They would then estimate the 
parameters by their prior means. This is what we did in (2.1.62). 
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The actual choice of the G^ (9^ )'s has no influence on the MLE where 
it is defined and it is just a convenience to make the MLE well-
defined everywhere. 
For mathematical convenience, we now write the indexes 0, 1, 
ex as IQ , i^  > • • • > • 
We have proved in each 
*1" 
where 0 (ig, i^ , ...» i^ ) is not empty, dX[iQ, i^ , ...» i^ ]is a 
probability measure on 
0 " /. . , , ,, . . . 1^' •••' ib) 
Vjg r I^g , , . . • , 
b £ a 
0 
and the Bayes estimator of 9^  ^against the prior dXCig, i^ , ..., i^ jJ (£) 
equals to the MLE of 9^  ^on H±q, i^ , i^ ), where the MLE is well-
defined. 
It is obvious that a sequence of probability measures 
{d A [ ig, i^ ,.. ., i^  ] (6) ! 0 ^ ig < i^  < ... < i^  < k, O( = 0,l,...,k 
where 0"^ (1^ ,1^ ,^... ,i^ ) f (p) 
is orthogonal since each dA[i , i , ..., i ](9) is concentrated on 
U J. 06 — 
CfiQî J •••> ând 
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{C [ d-Q, » « « ) ! 0 < ig < < • • • < k, (%—0,l,«.»,lt 
where 0*"(1^ ,1^ ,^... ,i^ ) 4- (J)} 
are disjoint. Also, 
U A(i«,  i^,  . . . ,  1 )  = X 
0<i_<i.<...<i_<k " 
— 0 1 ot— 
a=0,l,...,k 
is satisfied since the procedure takes care of all groups of A elements 
(& = 1, 2, ..., k+1). 
Therefore, by the usual stepwise Bayes argument, the MLE of 0^  ^
is admissible under the loss function (2.1.16). 
Theorem 2.1.1 is very useful for proving the admissibility of MLE 
under the squared error loss in many areas. 
Example 2.1.1 (Proving the admissibility of MLE in analysis involving 
data missing at random); 
Consider the following probability model: 
Probability 
Y = missing 0 
Y = 1 (l-8)p 
Y = 2 (1-0)P2 
Y = k (l-0)p^  
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k 
where E p = 1. Consider a random sample of size n from this model 
i=0  ^
end let 
XQ = the number in the sample that are missing 
= the number in the sample that are equal to i 
(i = 1, 2, ..., k). 
Then 
X =  ( X Q, X^ , X^ ) ' - Multinomial (n, (j)^  
where 
(j)0 = #0(8; Pi» P2' •••» Pk^  = 8 
i^ i^^ G' Pi' P2' ' ' ' Pk^  (l-0)p^  i = 1, 2 k. 
By Theorem 2.1.1, L^E = x. + x_ +^ ... + x.  ^= 1. 2. •••. W and 
A 0 
= — are admissible estimators under the loss function (2.1.16). 
ML h n 
Example 2.1.2 (Proving the admissibility of the MLE in log-linear 
models); 
Consider an I x J x K contingency table and let jgj 
be the observed values and {m,}. _ . _ ,  ^be expected values. Assume ijk ieI,jeJ,keK 
a log-linear model for given by 
*ijk " " "ï(i) "2(j) "3(k) "l3(i,k) "23(j,k)' 
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It is well-known that the above model is equivalent to 
™i+k 
Obviously, this is equivalent to 
, "i+k p+.ik 
Pwk 
where is a probability in the (i, j, k) cell. 
To simplify the problem, consider the I = J = K = 2 case. 
In this case, we can express as the following: 
Pill = a(l-e )^(l-02). P112 ~ (1-a)(1-ç^ )(l-ç^) 
1^21 = a(l-0^ )92. 1^22 " (1-a)(1-ç^ )^ 2 
P2II = oG^ Cl-Gg), P212 = (1-a)(l-Gg) 
P22I = aG^ eg, P222 " (l-a)ç^ç2 
where a, 6^ , 6^ , unknown parameters which move 0 to 1. 
y s  ^  
So, by using Theorem 2.1.1 we can conclude that 0^  (i = 
1, 2), Çj (j - 1, 2) are admissible estimates. 
Besides this example, we have a lot of opportunities of proving 
the admissibility of the MLE estimators when closed form expressions 
exist for the MLE estimators. For closed form expressions for the 
MLE estimators, see Haberman (1974). 
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2.2. Some Generalization of the Admissibility 
of the MLE in the Multinomial Problems 
whose Parameters Are Written by other Parameters 
In Theorem 2.1.1, each (j). (0) was assumed to be a monomial of i — 
where j =0, 1, ..., s^ , 1=1, 2, .... r. This result may be 
extended. Before giving the general theorem, let us consider the fol­
lowing example first. 
Example 2.2.1: 
Let X = (XQ, X^ , Xg)' •" Multinomial (n, ^(0,r)) where 
(^0,r) = (4^ (0,r), 4^ (0,r), 4^ (0,r))' 
*o(8,r) = 1 - 0 - (k-l)0(l-r) 
4^ (0,r) = k0(l-r) 
4^ (0,r) = 8r 
and k > 1 is a constant. In this example, the natural parameter space 
0 is 
0 = {(0,r)': 0 < 0 < 0<r<l}. 
2 
When X = (x , x , x )', E x = n is observed, the MLE of 0 and 
i=0 1 
r are 
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X, + kx„ kx 
®^MLE' ^ MLE^  
( ^ kn ' + if *1 + *2 -1 
(0, any) If = n 
where "any" means any number between 0 and 1.-
In fact, when x^  ^  1 and x^  + Xg ^  1 the log-likelihood is given 
by 
C + XQ log[(1-6) - (k-l)9(l-r)] + (x^ +X2)log 0 
+ x^ log(l-r) + x^  log r. 
Differentiating the log-likelihood with respect to 0 and setting the 
result equal to 0 yields 
1 + (k-l)(l-r)  ^""l + ^ 2 . (2 2 1) 
0 (1-0) - (k-l)6(l-r) 0 I ' ' ^ 
Also, differentiating the log-likelihood with respect to r and setting 
the result equal to 0 yields 
_ (k-l)9  ^^ 
0 (1-0) - (k-l)0(l-r) 1 - r r ' 
From (2.2.1), we have 
0  ^^2 n g \  
0^ (1-0) - (k-l)0(l-r) " 1 + (k-l)(l-r) • (2.2.3) 
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From (2.2.1) and (2.2.3), we have the equation 
X. + x„ X. x_ 
(k-1) 1 Z ^ 1 Z 
1 + (k-l)(l-r) 1 - r r 
and we have 
kx 2 
"MLE x^  + kXg 
Substituting for r in (2.2.1), we have 
+ kX; 
MLE " kn 
If Xq = 0, then the log-likelihood is 
L* = C + (x^  + X2)log 0 + x^  log(l-r) + log r, 
*2 
which is maximized when 0=1 and r = 
+ =2 ' 
*2 Unfortunately, (0, r) ' = (1, . —) ' i. 0 except for x. = 0. So, 
2 
in the case of Xq = 0 and x^  ^  1, we need to do more work to find the 
MLE of (0, r)'. 
By simple calculation. 
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J = 
- 9 L* 
90^  909r 
+ *2 
" 02 , 
0 
9^ 1* 9^ L* 0 
9 
Xi Xg 
9r98 ' 9r' J (1 -r)^  r^  J 
i.e., the Jacobian is a negative definite matrix. Therefore, the log-
likelihood is a strictly concave function for (6, r)'. This fact 
implies that on the restricted domain of 0, L* has the maximum value 
at the boundary of 0, i.e., 0{k- (k-l)r} = 1. So, the Lagrange 
function is given by 
L(6, r, X) = C + (x^  + X2)log 8 + x^  log(l-r) + x^  log r 
+ X{1 - 6(k-(k-l)r)}. 
Solving 
0 = 3L(8, r. A) _ ""l ^^ 2 
38 8 X(k - (k - l)r) 
= 31(8, r. X) ^  _ 
9r 
""l 2^ 
___ + — + xe (k -1) 
0 = X) ^  ^  _ 0(k- (k-l)r) , 
kXg X + kx_ 
we have X = x^  + Xg, r = -—^  ^  and 8 =  ^ . Hence, if x^  = 0, 
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X + kx. 
the log-likelihood L* is maximized when 9 = — and r = 
kXg 
in the parameter space 0. 
If XQ = n, x^  = Xg = 0, the log-likelihood is given by 
C + XQ log[(l - 9) - (k - 1)0(1 - r)] , 
and it is maximized when 0=0 and any value of r between 0 and 1. 
Dallai (1988) discussed this model when k = 2 and showed how to 
find the MLE of 0 and r. His method of finding the MLE can be easily 
extended to any k > 1 which is what we did. 
Our purpose now it to prove the admissibility of the MLE of 0 by 
using a stepwise Bayes technique. 
Using the following sequence of priors: 
where dG(r) is any probability measure on [0,1] that has the first 
moment, 
dx\e.r) = I 
dA^ (0, r) a (1 - [l-0-(k-l)0(l-r)]* - k^ 9"(l-r)" - 0\") 
X j d: + I (9, r) 
{l-0-(k-l)0(l-r)=O} r 
dX^ (0, r) « (restriction) d0dr [1 - 0 - (k-1) 0 (1-r ) ] 0r (1-r ) 
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where 
(restriction) = 
1^^ 0'^ 1'^ 2-""^  
P(X = (Yq, y^ , yg)'I(0, r)), 
the stepwise Bayes estimator of 0 equals to 0^ ^^ . Hence, 
admissible under squared loss. Also, the stepwise Bayes estimator 
A 
of 0r using the above sequence of priors equals the 
On the other hand, the stepwise Bayes estimator r of r, using 
the above sequence of priors, is 
r = < 
B(K^ , Xg) 
"MLE 
if X. >1 and x„ > 1 
1 — z — 
otherwise 
which may not coincide with the MLE. 
We now give an explanation of why the stepwise Bayes estimator 
of 0 equals â and the stepwise Bayes estimator of r does not equal 
MLE 
MLE' 
Let's consider the transformation of the parameters 
t = [1 + (k-l)(l-r)]0 
r 
" ~ 1 + (k-l)(l-r) . 
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This transformation is one to one and onto from (0, r)' e 0 to 
(t, u) E [0, 1] X [0, 1]. Since the inverse transformation is given 
by 
n _ C[1 + (k-l)u] 
e 
r = 
1 + (k-l)u ' 
we have 
4^ (8, r) = 1 - 8 - (.k-l)e(l-r) = 1 - t 
())^ (0, r) = k0(l-r) = t(l-u) 
4^ (0, I") = 0r = tu. 
Since cj)^ , monomials of t, u, we have 
Ln ' Ve = " ° 
where ~ denotes the stepwise Bayes estimator against the sequence 
of priors that is given in Theorem 2.1.1. Since the stepwise Bayes 
estimator under the squared loss is a posterior mean, we have 
0 = I t + (k-l)tu j  ^ t + (k-l)(tu) 
k I k 
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Note: The last equality comes from the invariance property of the 
MLE. 
/\ ku On the other hand, r.„„ = which may 
MLE ' -
1 + (k-l)u^ LE  ^
not equal r because — may not equal ( i . i ) • 
1 + (k-l)u  ^^  ' 
This example also shows that the stepwise Bayes estimator under 
squared loss does not have the invariance property. 
It is straightforward to extend the above example to a general 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1; 
Let X = (XQ, X^ , X^ )' ~ Multinomial (n, ^ (£)) where 
2E0={(8^ Q,8^ ,^...,e^ g^ ; 920'®21""'®2s2' ' ®rO'®rl ®rs^ '^ = 
s. 
0 _< 6 for each i,j and Z 6 < c for each i 
 ^ j=0 J " 
where c^  is a positive constant.} 
and ) ' satisfies (2.1.9) and (2.1.10). 
Suppose there is a one to one and onto parameter translation 0 to 
T= {t= (t^ Q,t^ ,^...,tj_g ; ^ 20'^ 2V"''^ 2s'' " ' ' \o'^ rl'' " ''^ rs * 
s. 
0 _< t, . <1 for each i,j and Z t.. = 1 for each i}, 
 ^~ j=o 
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Furthermore, suppose each OgO^ (t), £ = 0, ..., k is a monomial 
of t^ jfj =0, 1, s^ , 1 = 1, 2, r) where ip is the inverse 
parameter transformation from T to 0. 
Then, for 6 such that 0.. is expressed as a polynomial of ij ij 
t^ j (j =0, 1, ..., s^ , i = 1, 2, ..., r), there exists a sequence of 
prior distributions such that 6,. _ is the stepwise Bayes estima-
Ij Mijiîi 
tor of 9^  ^against this sequence of priors under squared error loss. 
Hence, 0.. is admissible under the squared error loss. 
' ij MLE 
2.3. Some Admissible Estimators under the 
Squared Error Loss in the Multinomial Problems whose 
Parameters Are Polynomial Expressions of other Parameters 
Recall X ~ Multinomial (n, (p^ , p^ , ..., p^ )') and each p^  
(i = 0, 1, ..., k) is given by some function of ^  e 0, say p^  = 
, where 0 is defined by (2.1.5). In section 2.1, we considered 
the case where c|)^ (£) is a monomial of 0^ ,^ 0^  ^ 0^  ^; 0^ ,^ 
..., 02g ; ...; 9J.q, 0^ ,^ ..., 0, and have the result that the MLE 
2 r 
of £ is admissible under the loss function of (2.1.15). Furthermore, 
In section 2.2, we slightly extended the above setup and had the re­
sult that the MLE of is admissible under certain additional 
conditions. 
Now, we consider the problem where <p^(d) can be a general func­
tion. Of course, the stepwise Bayes technique works for multinomial 
problems where (j). (0) is written as an arbitrary function of 0. But 
here, it is often difficult to find a sequence of priors such that 
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the stepwise Bayes estimator against that sequence of priors coincides 
with the MLE. 
In this section, we investigate the multinomial problem whose 
parameters p^ , p^  p^  are written by polynomials of other parame­
ters, i.e., each p^  = 8^ , ..., 0^ ) is a polynomial of 
9q, 0^ , ..., 0^ . Using the same sequence of priors that we intro­
duced in section 2.1, we can find the stepwise Bayes estimator. Al­
though this estimator may not be equal to the MLE, it is a limit of 
Bayes estimators against a single prior under mild conditions. 
Now, in this section, let 
k 
2 = (E = (PQ' PT » •• •» P^ )': OlPj. 11, P^  = 1} 
s 
8 = {8= (8n' @1 8 )': O<0<1, 2 0. = l). 
0 1 s - i- 1=0 1 
Define ^ (0) = ((j)_(9), (j).(0), ..., (f). (0))'. Assume (p : 0 -> H is an ij ± — K. — — 
onto map, i.e., for any g. ^  there exists at least one ^  £ 0 such 
that ^ (0^ ) = 2" 
Theorem 2.3.1; 
Let X = (XQ, X^ , ..., X^ )' ~ Multinomial (n, ^(£)) where each 
(i = 0, 1, ..., k) is a polynomial of 9^ , 0^  0^  such that 
0 1 1 1" Assume s ^  k n - 1. 
Choose the loss function 
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s 2 
L(i, 6) = S (0 - e r (2.3.1) 
1=1 
and for 1=0, 1, s, let q^ ) be the Bayes esti­
mator of 0^  against the Dlrlchlet prior distribution with positive 
constant parameters q^ , q^  q^ . 
Suppose for 1 = 0, 1, s, each satisfies 
(j)^ (£) = e^ i|;^ (0_) (2.3.2) 
where 
.^(8) is a polynomial of 8., 0, 0 and ^ .(8) > 0 i — U 1 si — 
for any  ^e 0 such that 8^  > 0, and for 1 = s+1, s+2, 
... , k, each (fi^ CQ) satisfies 
(f)i(£) = Ki(£)\JJl(£) (2.3.3) 
where 
0 < K^ (0) <_1 is a monomial of 8^ , 0^ , ..., 6^  and 
0 Tp^ (2) £ 1 is a polynomial of 8g, 6^ ,^ ...» 8^  where 
.^(8) > 0 for any 0 e 0 such that K.(0) > 0. (2.3.4) 
For convenience, we assume f 0 for each 1 = 0, 1, ..., k and  ^0 
for 1 = s+1, s+2, ..., k. But this assumption is not essential. 
Then 
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0 = lim lira ... lim 8 (q , q , q ) (2.3.5) 
q^ -vO q^ -K) i 0 1 
exists for each i = 0, 1, .,., s. Also, 0 = (0^ , 0^ , ..., 0^ ) is an 
admissible estimator of ^  under the loss function (2.3.1). 
Proof : 
By the assumptions (2.3.3) and (2.3.4), we can write 
s a 
K (£) = n 0.1J (2.3.6) 
j=0 ] 
for i = s+1, s+2, ..., k. 
Also, we can write each polynomial '|^ (^0_) (i = 0, 1, ..., k) as 
ij; (0) = c.. n 8.1]* (2.3.7) 
i j=l &=o  ^
where c^  ^is a known positive constant and b^ ^^  is a nonnegative integer. 
Let Xq^ , q^ , ..., q^ fg) ~ Dirichlet (q^ , q^ , ..., q^ ) on 0, i.e., 
. . .  e's-' 
^^ 0' ''l SgCe) q^ ) . 
Then, the Bayes estimator of 0^  against this prior is given by 
_  ^  ^ /0£P(2L=x|^ )XqQ,q^  qg(0)d8^ d02...d0; 
OAfSo'Sl'-'-'Sa) / P(X = xli)AqQ,q^ ,...,qg(0)d0^ d02...d0g^  
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k X q -1 
 ^ de,d0„...de 1 12 s / 0. n 4.(8) 8 
 ^ 1=0  ^~ 
k X q -1 
/ n (j) (^ ) ^  0/ d0,d0„...d0 
1=0 1 z I 
(2.3.8) 
By (2.3.3), (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), the denominator of (2.3.8) Is 
:  .w) (  Ï  ; ( . ; « ) • ' )  
\ 1=0 / \ 1=3+1 j=0  ^
=« Jo ' ) v2 -d0 
 ^ + j.^ +1 *ji*j 
1=0 ^ 
/ 
y^ Ai't&z ' 
k 
® E "ta . 
mn 
2 b„,,t„. 
d6,d8^ ...d0^  
k 
n z \ n £2" 
m 
X B(Xq + qg - 1 + j^O^ j + \j0^ ilj' •••' 
k i»o 
=a + 4a - 1 + *ja*j + bgjgCgj 
5l9 
k mo 
1 • (2-3-9) 
Similarly, the numerator of (2.3.8) is 
Z 
k /X
: z (t t t £=0 t„,+t„,+...+t„ =x.\C&l'=A2'''''=Am 
'n A2 'iim^  a n 
j: •«' 
m 
+ 
m. 
+ " j!i 'ws'w ) (2.3.10) 
For convenience, define 
k 
Then, when x^  ^  1, Xg ^  1, ..., x^  ^  1, we have 
lim 8(2^ + , Z^ + q^, ..., + q^) — B(ZQ, Z^, .., Z^). 
q^ -^ -o 
q ->0 
s 
Hence, (2.3.5) exists. 
For cases where some of the x^  = 0 (i = 0, 1, ..., s), by using 
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a property of the multivariate Beta function, we can still get (2.3.5). 
The admissibility of 6^  can be proved in the same way as the proof 
of Theorem 2.1.1. That means constructing a sequence of priors 
{dA[ig, i^  for some ig, i^ , ...» i^  such that 
0 < i» < i- < ... < i < k, a < k} that satisfies certain conditions 
— U 1 a — — 
and such that the Bayes estimator against the prior dX[i„, i^ ,..., i ](0) 
u 1 a — 
coincides with (2.3.5) in the appropriate restricted problems. 
Now, without loss of generality, consider the problem where 
0 (0, 1, e, s+1, s+2, s+f) is not empty where 1 ^  6 ^  s 
and 0 ^  f ^  k - s. 
Lemma 2.3.1; 
Let 0 CO, 1, ..., e, s+1, s+2 s+f) be not empty. Then 
(i)  ^= (9Q, ..., 9^ , 8g)' E 0^ (0, 1, e, s+1, 
s+2, ..., s+f) satisfies 
®e+l ° ®e+2 ° • • • • (2.3.11) 
and 
Sq > 0, 01 > 0, ..., 0^  > 0. (2.3.12) 
(ii) a^ j =0 for any i = s+1, s+2, ..., s+f and any j = e+1, e+2, 
..., s. (2.3.13) 
(iii) For each i = s+f+1, s+f+2, ..., k, there exists some j = e+1, 
e+2, ..., s such that a^  ^> 0. (2.3.14) 
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Proof : 
For i = e+1, e+2 0^ (0, 1, e, s+1, s+2, s+f) 
implies 0 = <}>^ (^ ) = 9^  Hence, we have 0^  = 0 or ^ (^0^  = 0. 
But, by (2.3.2), = 0 and 0^  > 0 does not happen. Therefore, 
9^  = 0. 
For 1=0, 1, ...,e, by the definition of 0 (0, 1, e, 
s+1, s+2, ..., s+f), we have 0 < ({)^ (^ ) = Then, immediately 
we have 0^  > 0. 
(i) implies (ii) and (iii). In fact, let i = s+1, s+2 s+f 
be fixed. Suppose a^  ^> 0 for some j G {e, e+1, ..., s}. Choose 
8* = (0-,0.,...,0 ,0,0,...,0) e ©'^ (0,1,.. ,e,s+l,s+2,... ,s+f ). 
— u 1 e 
(2.3.15) 
Then 
a a , .  a .  a .  . _  a , .  a .  
0 < (})^ (£*) = 0Q 0^  ... 0g 0 ... 0 ^  ...0 =0. 
This is a contradiction. So, we have (2.3.13). 
Also, let i = s+f+1, s+f+2, ..., k fixed. Suppose a^  ^= 0 for 
all j = e+1, e+2, ..., s. Choose a that satisfies (2.3.15) and 
00 > 0, ©1 > 0 9g > 0. Then 
0 = *,(8*) = 8 1° 0 ... 0 0° 0° ... 0° > 0, 
1 — u 1 e 
which is a contradiction. 
•f When we consider the restricted problem on 0 (0, 1, ..., e, s+1. 
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s+2, s+f ) , we have already considered the restricted problems 
(® (jg» j 2 ' ACjg, j 2 ; •••> jy)) 
where for all Indexes 
Uq, .... jy}, b < e+f (2.3.16) 
and possibly for some j^ , such that 
{Jq, e^+f^  ^  {0, 1, e, s+1, s+2, ..., s+f} . (2.3.17) 
For groups of indexes of the same size the order in which we consider 
them does not matter. 
Define 
I (jg, il,..., ]%): 0 1 Jq 1^ • • • < jy 1 k, b _< e+f ) 
( where satisfies (2.3.16) or (2.3.17) ) . 
By the induction procedure of the stepwise Bayes technique, on the 
restricted space 
X ~ X — ^  A(j  ^  » j  ^ ,  • .  • ,  j ,  )  
jb)G% 
and the restricted sample space 
0' = 0 - • • •,]%), 
(io'Ji jb)E% 
the restricted probability distribution P , Is defined by 
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P(X = x|,£) 
X^' (restriction) 
where the restriction is to S P(X = xl®.) • 
yex' 
Choose a prior probability measure 
dX[0, 1 s+1, s+2, s+f](^ ) 
d0 d0 .. . d6 
.(restriction) (6) 8^  ... e/ 
for the restricted problem (.0', %'). Then, dA[0, 1, e, s+1, s+2, 
s+f] is a probability measure on 0' by Lemma 2.3.1 and the 
same calculation that we did in Theorem 2.1.1. Also, we have 
{x e  x'» /P dXlO,l e,s+l,s+2,...,s+f] (g)  > O) 
= A(0,1,...,e,s+l,s+2,...,s+f) 
by Lemma 2.3.1 and the same calculation work that we did in Theorem 
2.1.1. 
On (0 (0,1,...,e,s+l,s+2,...,s+f), A(0,1,...,e,s+l,s+2,...,s+f)), 
the stepwise Bayes estimator of is given by 
/e^ P^ ,(X=xli) dX[0,l,...,e,s+l,s+2 s+f](^ ) 
" P , (X=x|0.) dX[O,l,...,e,s+l,s+2,...,s+f](0_) 
A  
e X -1 s+f X 
/ 05 n 4,(8) ^ n 4,(8) ^  de, de. ... de 
 ^1=1  ^- i=s+i  ^  ^  ^  ^
e X -1 s+f X 
f n 4u(8) n 4,(8) ^  de, de„ ... de 
1=1  ^~ 1=8+1  ^~  ^  ^ ® 
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Now, the rest of the calculation of the denominator and the numerator 
of 8j^  are the same as the case of = ... = q^  = 0 and = 
*e+2 " ••• = *8 = ^ s+f+1 ° *s+f+2 = ••• \ = 0 in (2.3.9) and (2.3.10), 
where we also change d8^  dG^  ... d0^  to d9^  dG^  ... d9^ . Therefore, 
on each restricted problem, the stepwise Bayes estimator of 9^  is the 
same as (2.3.5). 
The rest of the proof, i.e., to check the conditions of the step­
wise Bayes argument, is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. 
Example 2.3.1 (Estimation of gene frequencies of blood groups, ABO 
systems): 
Every human being can be classified into one of four blood groups, 
0, A, B, AB. The inheritance of these blood groups is controlled by 
three alleloraorphic genes 0, A, B of which 0 is recessive to A and B. 
Let 9Q, 9^  and 0^  denote gene probabilities of 0, A and B, then the 
probabilities of the six genotypes (four phenotypes) in random mating are 
as follows: 
Phenotype Genotype Probabilities 
0 00 0Q 
A AA, AO or OA 0^  + 28^ 8^  
B BB, BO or OB 0^  + 20^ 9^  
AB AB or BA 29.8, 
A B 
When we observe frequencies x^ , x^ , x^ , x^  of 0, A, B, AB, the 
problem is to estimate 9^ , 0^ , and 0^ . 
Since 0^  + 9^  ^+ 9^  = 1, the likelihood function is proportional 
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to 
so the MLE equations are 
2x 0 0 = 
e 0 
It is well-known that we can't find the explicit solution of the 
(Gq» 0^ ) from the above equation. Several approximating methods for 
finding the MLE for the above problem are given by Rao (1973, pp. 370-
Let 
(j)Q = The probability of 0-type blood 
(J)^  = The probability of A-type blood 
(j)^  = The probability of B-type blood 
(j)^  = The probability of AB-type blood, 
374) 
and 1= (9Q, 0^ , 0g)' 
Since 
*o(l) = *0 *o(l) 
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= 0A 
4)2 (D = ®B  ^
(i)g(8) = K(0_) ip^m 
where ^q(£,) = 0q 
*1*) - 80 + 29^  
2^(8) - 80 + 263 
K«> = Vb 
•3(6) = 2, 
we can apply Theorem 2.3.1 and find an admissible estimator of ^  under 
the squared error loss. 
Unfortunately, the admissible estimator that we obtain from Theorem 
2.3.1 does not satisfy the equations which yield the MLE. For example, 
when X = (1, 1, 1, 1)' is observed, the admissible estimator that we 
found is not the solution to the MLE equations. 
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3. INADMISSIBILITY RESULTS OF THE MLE FOR 
THE MULTINOMIAL PROBLEM WHEN THE PARAMETER SPACE IS 
RESTRICTED OR TRUNCATED 
3.1. A Complete Class Theorem for Statistical Problems 
with Finite Sample Space 
In Chapter 2, we constructed admissible estimators using the step­
wise Bayes technique. In this chapter, we will use the technique to 
prove the inadmissibility of the MLE in some multinomial problems when 
the parameter space is restricted or truncated. 
Again, let (0, D, x, L) be a statistical decision problem where we 
assume x is finite. Since we are considering estimation problems, we 
will always take 0 for D. So, we may write the above statistical 
decision problem simply as (0, x)• For convenience, we say (0, x) is 
the original statistical problem. 
Let x' be a nonempty subset of x* Then, we may define a restricted 
statistical decision problem where the sample space is x'» the parameter 
space 0(x') = {0 e 0: g(0) = Z P(X=x|0) > 0} and the probability 
XEX' 
distribution is P ,(X=x|9) = for 0 e 0(x') and x e x'• Note: 
X s w / 
0(X') can be rewritten as 0(x') = {8 £ 0: there exists xs x' such that 
P(X=x|0) > 0}. 
We let R(0, 6) = Z L(0, 6(x))P(X=x|0) denote the risk function 
XEX 
for an estimator 6 for the original problem when 0 e 0 and R'(0, 6') = 
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Z L(6, 6'(x))P ,(X=x16) denote the risk function for an estimator 
xex* 
6' for the restricted problem when 0 e Q(x'). 
The following theorem relates admissibility for the original problem 
to admissibility for the restricted statistical problem. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Brown (1981). Theorem 3.1, page 1294); 
If 6 is admissible in the original statistical decision problem 
(0, x)> then 6 is admissible in the restricted statistical problem 
(G(X'), X'). 
Proof ; 
Suppose 6 is not admissible in the restricted problem (0(x')» x')' 
Then, there exists 5* for the restricted problem such that R'(0, 6*) 
 ^R'(6 , 6) for all 9e0(x') and strict inequality holds for some 
8 e 0(x'). 
Define 
( 6*(x) if X e x' 
6(x) = 
/ Ô(x) if X ^  x'' 
Then, for 9 e 0(x') 
R( 6 ,  §) = Z L( e,ÔA(x))P(X=x| e )  +  Z  L( 8 ,  5(x))P(X=x| 8 )  
xex' xdx' 
= g(0)R'(e, Ô*) + Z L(0, 6(x))P(X=x|0) 
xdx' 
< g(0)R'(0, 6) + Z L(0, ô(x))P(X=x|0) 
xdx' 
= R(9, Ô) 
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with strict inequality for at least one 0 e 0(x'). While for 9 i. 0(x*) 
we have R(9, 6) = R(0, 6) which is a contradiction. 
The next theorem is called the compactification theorem which is 
useful for our future work. 
Define 0(x') as the closure of 0(x'). 
Theorem 3.1.2; 
Let 6 be an admissible estimator in the statistical decision 
problem (0(x')» X')• Assume P ,(X=x|6) is well-defined on 0(x*) for 
each X e x'> i.e., lim P ,(X=x|9) exists for every 6 e 0(x') and 
8 -)-8 % 
n 
0^ 60(X' ) 
and X e x'• Furthermore, assume L(0, d) is a continuous function of 
9 on 0(x') for each d e D. Then, 6 is admissible on (0(x')j X')* 
Proof ; 
Suppose Ô is not admissible for (0(x')> X')» Then, there exists 5* 
in (0(x')j x') such that R(0,ô*)^ R(0, 6) for all 0 £ 0(x') with strict 
inequality for some 0q e 0(x'). 
0Q t 0(x') because if 0q belongs 0(x')> 6* is better than ô in the 
statistical decision problem (0(x')» X')* 
Since 9^  e 0(x') - 0(X')» there exists a sequence {0^ } with 
0^  E 0(x') for every n and where 0^  ->• 0^ . 
Now, 
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11m R'(6 , 6) = 11m Z L(0 , ô(x)) P ,(X=x|0 ) 
n-Ko " n-x» xex' " X n 
= 2 lira L(0 , 6(x)) P ,(X=x|0 ) 
xex' " X n 
= E L(8 , ô(x)) P ,(X=x| e  )  
xex' 
= R'(8Q, 6). 
Also, 11m R'(0^ , 5*) = R'(9q, 6*). 
n-^ oo 
Therefore, we have 
0 < M = R'(0_, 6) - R'(0_, 5*) = lim{R'(0 , 6) - R'(0 , Ô*)}. 
° ° n-H=o " " 
By the definition of the limit, there exists Nq e N such that 
0 < ^  < R'(0 ,6) - R'(0 ,6*) for all n > N_, i.e., R'(8 , Ô) <R'(0 , 6*) 
z n n — u n n 
for all n 2 Ng. This implies that there exists 0^  e 0(x') such that 
R(0^ , &*) < R(0^ , 6). On the other hand, we know that R(0, 6*)jCR(0, 6) 
for any 0 e 0(x'). So, 5* is better than ô in the statistical decision 
problem (0(x')> X')- This is a contradiction. 
This type of argument was first used in Johnson (1971). See 
also. Brown (1981). 
We need one more theorem for our future work. 
Theorem 3.1.3; 
If 6 is admissible for (0(x'), X') 0(x') is compact, then there 
exists some prior probability measure dT(0) on 0(x') such that 6 is 
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Bayes against dT(0). 
This is a well-known decision theoretic result. See Brown (1981), 
Proposition 1.9, page 1291. 
Example 3.1.1; 
It is well-known that for X ~ Binomial (n, 0), 0 „(x) = 6(x) = — 
MLù n 
is an admissible estimator under squared error loss. Let's take a look 
at how Theorem 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3 can apply for this example. 
Take = {1, 2 n - 1}. Then, it is very easy to see that 
G(X') = (0, 1) and 000 = [0, 1]. 
On X* = {1» 2, ..., n - 1} and 0(x') = (0, 1), the probability 
distribution is given by 
P ,(X=x|e) = 
1 — 0 — (1—0) 
So, we get 
lim P ,(X=x|0) = 
0-K) ^ 
0 if X = 2, 3 n - 1 
1 if X = 1. 
0 if X = 1, 2 n-2 
lim P ,(X=x|0) = 
0-Î-1 X if X = n - 1. 
Therefore, we can apply Theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 for this 
example, i.e., admissible on ([0, 1] x' ) and there exists 
a prior dT(0) on [0, 1] such that 8^ ]^ g(x) is Bayes against diO). 
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1 — 9 — Cl—0j 
In fact, dT(0) « 9(il9) dG is a probability measure on 
[0, 1] and (x) is Bayes against dT(6) for x e x'• 
Using those three theorems we will now show the inadmissibility of 
the MLE for some binomial and multinomial examples with restricted 
parameter spaces. 
The main idea for proving inadmissibility of the MLE for these 
problems is the following: Let 0 be the natural parameter space and 
0* be a subset of 0 to which 0 is assumed to belong. Pick some 
proper subset of x, say . Find 0(x') = {8 E 0*; P(X=x|0) > 0 for 
Suppose lim P ,(X=x|0) exists for each 0. e 0(x'). If , is 
0-)-0^  X U WLh. 
admissible for (0*, x)» then by theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, 0^ ^^  
must be Bayes for (0(x')> X') against some prior dT(0). However, we 
will show that no such prior exists on (0(x')> x') and so the MLE is 
inadmissible. We will discuss this in detail in the next two sections. 
3.2. Inadmissibility of the MLE for some 
Binomial Problems with Restricted Parameter Spaces 
Let X be a binomial random variable that has sample space 
X = {O, 1, ..., n} and parameter space 0* = [0, a], 0 < a < 1. It is 
obvious that 0^  ^_(x) is given by — if — < a and a if — > a. Our goal MJ-iJci n n — n 
is to prove the inadmissibility of under some conditions. 
Suppose admissible. Take x' = {l, 2, ..., n}. Then, 
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we can easily check 0(x') = (0, a]. Therefore, 6(x') = [0, a] = 0*. 
Also, by simple calculation, 
Therefore, we can apply the previous theorem and we know that there 
exists a prior probability measure dxCG) on [0, a] such that 8^  ^_(x) 
rlLci 
is Bayes against dxO). Let us break up dT(0) into three parts, i.e., 
dT(0) = a dI^ g_Qj(0) + b dl^ g_^ j(0)+ (l-a-b)dG(0) where dG(0) is a 
probability measure on (0, a) and a, b are constants such that 0 £ a £ 1, 
0  ^  b  ^  1  a n d  0 ^ 1 - a - b ^ l .  
Now, a must be less than one because if a = 1, i.e., dT(0 )  =  
dI^ g_Qj(0), the Bayes estimator of X = 1 against this prior probability 
measure is zero, therefore 0M^ g(X=l) does not equal the Bayes estimator, 
so contradiction. 
The fact that the constant a is less than one implies that the 
Bayes estimator against dT(0) is well-defined for any x e x'* 
Next, we have l-a-b=0. In fact, let X = n e be observed. 
Since 8 is Bayes against dT(0), we have 
if X > 1. 
if X = 1 
a = 0, 
~ / P ,(X=n|6)dT(0) . 
a 
/ P^,(X=n|0)dT(0) 
MLE 
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Therefore, we have 
0 = /(0-a)P ,(X=n|0)dT(6) 
a 
" 1 + (1-0) 4^ ... + (i-e)"-i 
+ b /(e-a) ^  ^  + ... + (1-6)"-^  "{e.o.)<®' 
0^ -1 
+ (1-a-b) / (0-a) :r dG(0) 
1 + (1-0) + ... + (1-0)""^  
It is obvious that 
«{e=0}(s> • ° 
/(8-a) 
1 + (1-0) + ... + (l-0)*-l 
gn-l 
1 + (1-0) + ... + (l_0)n-l 
en-1 
and /(0-a) dG(0) < 0 
1 + (1-0) + ... + (1-0)""-^  
So, the constant 1-a-b must be zero. This means 
dT(0) = a dI{@=Q}(0) + (1-a) dI{g=Q}(0), 0 < a < 1. 
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Next, consider X = 2 e x*• Then 
n ^ /0Py, (x=2|e)dT(0) 
- = 6_T_(X=2) =  ^
" /p^ , (X=2|0)dTj;0) 
a/8Px,(X=2|8)dI{g_Q}(8) + (1-a) / 0P^ . (X=2 10)dI^ Q^ ^^ (0) 
a / P^ ,(X=216)dI{Q_o}(0) + (1-a) / P^ ,(X=2|0)dI^ Q^ j^(0) 
a'O + (l-a)'a'P^ ,(X=2|0) 
 ^a'O + (l-a)P ,(X=2|0=a) " 
2 As long as a is selected such that — < a, this is a contradiction. 
So, we get the following result. 
Theorem 3.2.1; 
Let X " Binomial (n, 0) with the parameter space 0* = [0, a] where 
0 < a < 1 satisfies — < a. Then, _ is inadmissible in the statistical 
n MLE 
decision problem (0*, x)• 
3.3. Inadmissibility of the MLE for some Multinomial 
Problems with Restricted Paremeter Spaces 
The example of the previous section suggests that in binomial prob­
lems and more generally in multinomial problems, with restricted parame­
ter spaces, the MLE will often be inadmissible. But in a specific 
problem, it can often be difficult to show that the MLE is in fact in­
admissible. We will prove a theorem which demonstrates the inadmis-
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sibility of the MLE for a variety of different problems. 
We begin with some notations. 
Let X ~ Multinomial (n, where n is known and ^  e 0 where 
k+1  ^
0 = {(0Q. 0^  0^ )' ElR : S 8j, = 1, O<0Q, 0^ , ..., 0^  < 1}. 
Define the set 9 0 to be the boundary of 0 in the k + 1 dimensional 
Euclidian space, i.e., 
30 = {(0Q» ©2^ » •••» 0j^ ) ' e 0 such that some 0^  = 0}. (3.3.1) 
Let 0^ ^^  = {(0Q» 0^  9j^ ) ' E 0 where 0^  = l}, 
= {(0Q, 0^ , ..., 8^ )' E 0 where 0^  + 0^  = 1, 
0 < 0 , 0 < 1}, 
• ^ J 
[i-,..., i ] s 
0 ={(eu, ..., 0,)' e 0 where Z 0. =1, 
j=l j 
0 < 0. , ..., 0 <1} 
"•1 _ 
(3.3.2) 
where i^  < ig < ... < i^  are integers between 0 and k. 
Theorem 3.3.1. 
Let X = (Xq, X^ , ..., X^ )' be multinomial (n, 0_ = (0^ , 0^ , ..., 8^ '^) 
with sample space 
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X = {x = (Xq, , ..., ' : x^  = 0, 1, ..., n for each 1 = 0, 1,... , k 
k 
and E x, = n} 
1=0 
and the parameter space 0* C 0 where 0* satisfies the following condi­
tions. 
Condition 1. 0* Is a closed convex subset of 0 and 
dim 0* = k. (3.3.3) 
Condition 2. 
Let r = {j : There exists a £ = (0^ , ..., 0^ )' e 0* H 90 such 
that 8j = 0} (3.3.4) 
Assume that F Is nonempty and F contains r ^  1 members. Let 
< jg < ... < jp be the members of F arranged In Increasing order. 
Let X* = {x = (x , X , ..., X ) ' E X:  ^ ., x. l^}. 
u  - L  K  ^ 1 ^ 2  
[ ^-1 5 > . . . » ] 
If 0* n 0  ^(p for some s = 1, 2, ..., k, then there 
exists X = (XQ, x^ , ..., x^ )' £ X such that 
( 2 or greater if 1 = i., 1„, ..., 1 
^1 ~ 1 ( 1 otherwise 
and ^ g^(x) 6 0*. (3.3.5) 
(Note Î {O ; 1, . . , k} — {1^  f Ig J ...» Ij.} ^  {j^ * ^ 2' 
(3.3.6) 
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Condition 3. 
There exists 2 = (Vq» •••» Y^ )' e x* such that 2^, 
>2 >2 and ^ ^^ (2) à Int 0* U (0* D 90). (3.3.7) 
Condition 4. 
There exists _Z = (Z^ , Z^ , ..., Z^ )^ ' e %' such that Z^  >^ 2, .... 
Zj > 2 and ^ g^(Z) e Int 0*. (3.3.8) 
Then, is inadmissible under the squared loss function. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1; 
Define 0(x') = W - (9q, 0^, ..., 0^) e 0* such that for at least 
one X e x' satisfies P(X=x|0) >0}. (3.3.9) 
Lemma 3.3.1; 
0(X') = {0 £ 0*: 0. > 0, 0. > 0, ..., 0. > 0} 
1^ 2^ r^ 
Proof : 
Denote the right hand side of the above set 0'. For each 
£= (0Q, 0j^ 0^)' £0', take X = (x^, x^, ..., x^) ' e x* such 
that Xj = 0 for each j f j^ , Then, we have 
P(x = (X- X, )' 0) oc 8,  -^ . . .  0. n 0 J > 0.  
Therefore, _0 e 0(x ' )» On the other hand, pick any ^  = 
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(0Q, 8^ )' i, 0'. Then, there exists some i e {l, 2, r} such 
that 9, =0. So, for any 3cex' we have 
" , % 
P(X = (Xq, ..., X )^' l0) CC 0 1 = 0. 
Therefore, _G i. 0(x')« Those two facts follow that 0' = 0(x'). 
By the definition of 0(x')» we can define the probability distribu-
P(X=xl£) 
tion P^ ,(X=xle) = -g—p(x=^ |9) (0(X'), X')* In fact, for each 
ZeX' 
 ^E 0(x')» the denominator Z P(X=^ 1^ ) is positive. 
ZEX' 
Lemma 3.3.2 (Compactification procedure); 
P I (X=2E,I^ ) is a well-defined probability distribution. 
X 
Proof ; 
For each 0^ * e 0(x') - 0(x'), there exists some s = 1, 2, ..., k 
® ^  
such that e 0 . So, by (3.3.6) without loss of general­
ity, we may assume 
{0, 1, ..., k} - {i^, ..., ig} = jj.}, 
{ij^ , .., ig} n {j^ ; •••> jj.} ~ •^^ t+1' if}' (3.3.10) 
P(X=(Xq, . .. ,x^ ) • |£) 
Then, we have (X-(x„ V ''i' ° Z P(X'Z°(yo 7.)'If) 
Zex' 
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*1^  t 
C(x) 9^  ... 8^  G % 0 a 
1 s a=l 
?!. C Tj 
2 c(2) 8. ^  ... e n 8. 
Zex' 1 s a=l 
X x^  t -1 
C(x) 0^ -^  ... 0 ® n 8, 
-' il ig 3.1 ] a 
2 C(x) 8, ... 0 G no." 
Xex' 1 s a=l •^ a 
0 if X. >2orx. >2 or ... x. >2 
^2~ ~ 
8 + 8* J *i, *i 
C(x) 8* ... 8* ® 
1 s 
— if X =x =...=x =1. 
— i^_ i^ 2^ 
C(z) e* 1 ... 8$ 
y. +...+y. =n-t 1 s 
h 
lex' (3.3.11) 
- t, Note ; % E x% Y. = ...=y. =1 implies y + ... + y. = n 
1^ h S 
[i-,...,i ] 
So, for any e 0 and any jx e 
P , (X=x|2*) = lim P , (X=x|^ ) exists and it satisfies 0 < P , (X=2E,| 8*) < 1 
X 0->Q* X ~ X ~ 
ëe0(x') 
and S P ,(X=x|e*) = 1. Therefore, P ,(X=xl6*) is well-defined on 
xex' ^ X 
(G(X'), X'). 
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By lemma 3.3.1, we have 
©ÔH" = (8 = (9_,...,8.)' E 0*; 8. >0 0. >O} = 0*. 
- u R Jr 
Suppose is admissible on (0*, %), then there exists a prior proba­
bility measure dT(9) on 0* such that is Bayes against dT(0) on 
— HMlLJi — 
(0*, x') with probability distribution P ,( |^ ). 
X 
We decompose 0* into two parts: 
0* = (0* n 30) U (0* - 0*n 90). (3.3.12) 
Also, we break dT(6) up into two parts: 
dT(0) = adX,(0) + (l-a)dA_(8) (3.3.13) 
— J. — i. — 
where 
dAi(£) is a probability measure on 0* fi 30, 
dA2(£) is a probability meausre on 0* - 0*0 90 
and constant a is between zero to one. (3.3.14) 
Lemma 3.3.3: 
In equation (3.3.13), the constant a must be less than one. 
Proof ; 
Suppose a = 1, then we break dT(£) = dX^ (^ ) up into several parts: 
dT(0) = E a[i i ] dç[i , ..., i ](0) 
- [il ig]Gl  ^ si s -
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[ il J • • • > i ] 
where dç[i^ , ig](_9) Is a probability measure on 8* H 8 , 
[ i-l 5 • • • J ] 
l = {[i^ , ..., ig] ; 1 •< s £ k - 1 where 8* D 0 5^  cj)} and 
a[i^ , i^ ] are constants that satisfy 
0 £ a[i^ , ..., i^ ] £ 1, 
E a[i , ..., i ] =1. 
IglEi 
Suppose a[i^ , i^ ] > 0. Then, choose x = (x^ , x^ ) e x' such 
(1 if j = in, jo, j. 
that X. = X z c 
 ^ f 2 or greater otherwise . 
By (3.3.10), the above x = (x^ , ..., x^ )' can be expressed by 
( 2 or greater if j = i., i„, i 
X  =  1 2 s  
( 1 otherwise . 
[i.,...i J 
By the compactification procedure, for each 9 e 0 
P ,(X=x|0) > 0 and we have 
X ~ 
/P^ ,(X=x|0)d [i^ , ..., i^ ] >0. 
Since a[i^  i^ ] > 0, 
/p , (X=x| e)dT( 0 )  =  Z  a[& % ] /p , (X=x| 8)d;[& & , ]  ( 8 )  X ~ ^ " X - - - ^ 
> a[i^ ,...,ig] / P^ ,[X=x|0)dÇ[i^ ,...,ig](0) > 0. 
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By this fact, the Bayes estimator against dT(j9) = dA^ (j0) is well-
defined for X ~ and it is expressed by 
/ PY.(X=S|E)DTCE) 
Bayes " / ? , (K-x|WdT(e) ' 
Take j e {j^ , j^ ,}. Then, jj^ g(X=x) > 0. To see this, sup­
pose that = 0 for some j e Since 
maximizes P(X=x|0^ ) for any j9 E 0*, 0 £ P(X=x|^ ) £ ^(^ -25.1 ®MLE^  
= C Z 0, ^ „ = 0 because 0, ^ ^ = 0 and x. >2. The fact of 
i=0 j MLE j -
P(X=x|^ ) = 0 for any e 0* is a contradiction. 
Therefore, 0 < L^gCX-x) = à. 
_ /  «jPy,(x=x|e)dT(e) 
/ (X-X |e )dT (e )  
For any such that n • • • » j 
P , (X=2i| 8_) - 0 for 2 E 0 by compactification. Therefore, 
/ P^ ,(X=x|0)dç[£^  (^ ) = 0. (3.3.15) 
For any {q^ , .. q^ } Ç {i^ , ..., i^ }, 6^  = 0 on ^  = (0^ , ... , 0^ )^ ' 
[Q-i » • • • *9 ] 
E 0 since j E ..., = {0, 1, ..., k} - {i^ , ..., i^ }. 
Therefore, 
/ 0j P^ ,(X=xl£)dÇ[q^ , ..., q^ ](^ ) =0 (3.3.16) 
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By (3.3.15) and (3.3.16), we have 
/e. P^, (X=x|9)dç[£^, (8) = 0 
for any , jj,^ ] e i, 
So, we have 
/ 0. P ,(X=x|0)dT(0) 
3 X -
Z a[A ] ;0 P ,(X=xl0)dç[5,.,...,£ 1(0) 
£^]ei ^ u ] X i u 
= 0 .  
0 < Gj MLE(2=5) = 8j Baye8(2=5) = 0' 
This is a contradiction. So, the assumption a[i^ , ..., i^ ] > 0 is 
wrong. 
So, we have a[i^ , ..., i^ ] =0 for any [i^ , ..., i^ ] e i. This 
implies dT(0) = dX,(0) = Z a[i., ..., i Jdçfi , ..., i ](0)= 0 
[±1 ig]El  ^  ^
for any ^  e 0* and therefore dT(0) can't be a probability measure which 
is a contradiction. So, we have a < 1. 
Lemma 3.3.3 tells us that for each x e x' 
Isayes® ° Bayes(2)  ^Bayes®%"ell-defined and given 
by 
/e. Py,(X=x|0)dT(0) 
0 (x) = J Û = H-
j Bayes / P^ ,(X=x10)dT(0) 
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By condition 3, there exists % = (y^ , y^  y^ )' e X Chat satisfies 
y. ^ 2, y ^ 2, y >2 and i Int G* U (0* D 90). By 
Jl 2^ r^ 
the compactlflcatlon procedure, this 2 satisfies P , (X=y |_8) = 0 for any 
X 
[ i-,..., 1 J 
 ^e U G . This implies 
[ i^ , • • •, Ig ] EI 
= Yu a[i , ...,1 ]/P , (X=2li)dç[i ,...,i j(e) = 0 
X [i^,...,ig]ei X 
and / 0, P , (X=2l_0)dX. (^ ) = 0 for any j =0, 1, ..., k. 
3 X -L 
Therefore, we have 
/e. 
A = J  ^
j Bayes / P^ ,(X=i|0)dT(0) 
/e^ Py.(X=x|9)d\(9) + (1-a)/0.Py,(X=x|0)dA^ (9) 
a/Px,(X=zli)d\(0) + (1-a) ;P^,(X=Z| 8)4X2(8) 
/8^ Py. (X=zL8)dA^(i) 
(X=z|8.)dX2^ -^  
Since 0* is a convex subset of 0 and o^ C^^ ) £ 90* - (0* A 90), by 
the separating hyperplane theorem, there exists a linear function of 
8q. 8^  8% say 
ipCd , 0 , 0.) = C + Z b,0 b , C G ]R 
u 1 K 1=0  ^^   ^
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such that 
ijj(9Q, ..., 8^ ) £0 for any (0^ , ..., 0^ )^ ' e 0* 
and ipCQ^  0j^ ) <0 for any (0q, ..., 0^ )' e G* - 0 
k 
where 0 = {_0 = (0^ , ..., 8^ '^ e 0*: C + Z = 0}. 
(See Figure 3.1.) 
Decompose dX2 into two parts: 
dXgCEO = a dngCEO + (l-a)dn3(e) (3.3.17) 
where 0 < a < 1 and 
is a probability measure on 0, also 
drtg(^ ) is a probability measure on 0* - (0* n 30) - §. 
Lemma 3.3.4: 
In equation (3.3.17), the constant a must be one. 
Proof : 
Suppose 1 - a > 0. Since ^^ (z) = 8^  gaygg(z) we have 
° Bayes ®k Bayes 
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k+1 9 )e ]R ;^C+ Z 
1=0 
{ ( 0  
0* 
rb 
/ 
/ 
Figure 3.1. 0*, 0, and a separating hyperplane in 
Theorem 3.3.1 
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k 
- 0 - (C + Bayestc)) 
k / 9, P , (X=z|6)dX (6) 
C - l b —X û 
1=0  ^ / Px,(X=2|8)dA2(8) 
k 
/(C+ E b.8 )P (X=2|8)dX_(8) 
1=0  ^^   ^
/P)(,(X-z|8)dX2(8) 
IhQq,  .... y Py.g^ zlDdAgCe) 
/P)(,(X=2|8)dX2(8) 
and so 0 = / ^ (Gg, ..., 8^ ) P^ ,(X=2|^ )dÀ^ (^ ) 
= a/i|;(0Q, ..., 8^ ) P ,(X-z|0)dX2(8) 
+ (1-a)/iPCSq, ..., 8^ ) P , (X=z|G)dXg(8) 
< 0 which is a contradiction. 
So, 1 - a must be zero, i.e., the constant a must be one. 
By Lemma 3.3.4, we have 
dT(£) = a dA^ (e^ ) + (l-a)dri2 (£) . 
Recall dA^ (8) is a probability measure on 0* fl 90 and drio(8) is a proba-
X — z — 
bllity measure on §. 
38 
Now, we are ready to have a contradiction under the assumption 
of the admissibility of the MLE of 0 on (0*, %)« 
By condition 4, there exists Z = (Zq, Z^ , Zj^ ) ' E x' such 
that Z, > 2, Z. > 2 and ^ AZ) £ Int 8*. Since ^ _^(Z) E Int G*, J - — 1 — —MLHi — —liLh — J1 
(^^ 0 MLE^ -^  MLE^ -^  ^  ^
On the other hand, ^ g^(Z) = ^ y^esimplies 
° ^ MLE^ -^  ®k MLE^ -^  ^
*(8o BayestS) 8^  ,,ye,(Z)) 
= ^  \ 'i Bayes 
k /8i Py,(2fZ|8)dT(8) 
C + E b 
i=0  ^ /Py.(X=z|0_)dT(0) 
a 
k 
/ ( C +  Z  b  9  )  P  , ( X = z | 0 )dT(0) 
1=0  ^
/VCGg 8%) Py.(X=z|0)dT(9) 
/ 18)dT(6) 
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0 > e^ ) p^ ,(x=z|0)dT(0) 
= a / ifj(0Q 6^ ) P^ ,(X=Z|0)dX^ (6) 
+ (1-a) /t|;(0Q, 0^ ) P^ ,(X=Z|0)dn2(0) . 
Since Z.  ^2, Z,  ^2, P i (X=^ |_9^ ) = 0 on 0* n 30. Also, since 
Jl X 
ijj(0Q, ..., 0^ ) = 0 on 0, both integrals of the above equation equal 
zero. This is a contradiction. 
Remark 3.3.1; 
In Theorem 3.3.1, we cannot relax the condition (3.3.3). Let k = 2 
and take 0* = {(0, C0, 1 - (0+1)0)': 0 < 0 £ 1/(0+1)} where C is a non-
negative constant. Obviously, 0* is a closed convex subset of 
2 
0 = {(EL, 01, 8,)': 0 < 0. < 1, Z 0. = 1}. 
0 12 - 1 - .=0 1 
On ()(, 0*), we know that the probability distribution is given 
by 
X +x X 
P(X=(Xq, X^, X2)'|(0, 00, 1 - (0+1)0)') « 8 " (1 - (0+1)0) 
By simple calculation, we have 
 ^""O 1^ 
MLE (0+l)n * 
On the other hand, 0^  ^is an admissible estimator of 0 under squared 
loss. In fact, by choosing the first prior 
90 
dA^ (0) = ^ {dl (.6) + dl (8)} 
{9=0} {0=1/CC+1)} 
and the second prior 
dA2(9) « ^  I 
0C1-(C+1)0) {O<0<1/(C+1)} 
(0) d0, 
we can get that 9^ ^^  is admissible by using the stepwise Bayes method. 
We now consider some examples when the theorem can be applied. 
Example 3.3.1; 
Let k = 2 and 0* = {(0 , 0 , 0 )' £0; 9 < 0 }. See Figure 3.2 
U 1 6 U 1 
for a geometric representation of 0*. 
Figure 3.2. The parameter space 0* in Example 3.3.1 
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Therij we have F = {0, 1, 2}. So, we need to choose the sample 
space x' = {(Xg, Xg) ^  X* *o—*1 — 2^ — " I^so, in this 
example we have 
Q* n ©'•^^ 
0* n = 
Not empty if i = 1, 2 
Empty if i = 0, 
Not empty if [i,j] = [0,1], [1,2] 
Empty if [i,j] = [0,2]. 
If n 2 7, condition 2, condition 3 and condition 4 in the theorem are 
satisfied. In fact, for Q* 0 0^ ^^  ^  ^  we note = (1, n-2, 1)' e X' 
and that ~ (l/n, (n-2)/n, 1/n) ' e 0*, for 0* A  ^^  we note 
Xg = (1, 1, n-2)' E x' and that 2^  ~ (l/n, l/n, (n-2)/n)' £ Q*, 
for 0* n 0^ '^^  ^^  (p we note x^  ^  " (1, 2, n-3) ' e x' and that 2^  
(l/n, 2/n, (n-3)/n)' £ 0*, for 0* fl 0^ '^^  ^^  ^  we note x^   ^ = 
—U,i 
(2, n-3, 1)' ex' and that = (2/n, (n-3)/n, l/n)' e 0*. 
So, condition 2 of the theorem is satisfied. For condition 3, 
2 = (n-4, 2, 2)' e x' satisfies ^ g(y) = ((n-2)/2n, (n-2)/2n, 2/n)' ^  
Int 0* U (0* n 30). For condition 4, ^  = (2, n-4, 2)' e X* satisfies 
^^ g(^ ) = (2/n, (n-4)/n, 2/n)' e Int 0*. 
Therefore, all the conditions of the theorem are satisfied which 
implies that is inadmissible under squared loss in the restricted 
parameter space 0* if n ^  7. Note: For this example, we can find 
the MLE of 0 for % = (n-4, 2, 2)' in the following way. 
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Since ((n-4)/n, 2/n, 2/n)' t G*, the likelihood is maximized 
on the boundary of 8*, i.e., 0q = 8^ . On 8^  = 8^ , the likelihood 
is proportional to 6^  ^  ®1 ®2 ~ ^ 1 So, we find that 
®1 MLE " (n-2)/2n. 
Example 3.3.2; 
Let k = 2 and 0* = {(6g, 8^ , 8^ ) E 0: 0 ^  6q _< 8^  £ 82 £ 1} • See 
Figure 3.3 for a geometric representation of 0*. 
Figure 3.3. The parameter space 0* in Example 3.3.2 
Then, we have F = {0, l}. So, we need to choose the sample space 
X' = {(xg, x^ , Xg)' E X : Xg 2 1, x^  > 1}. Also, in this example we 
have 
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0* n 0^^] 
Q* n 
If n 2 9, condition 2, condition 3 and condition 4 in the theorem 
\ 2 ]  
are satisfied. In fact, for 0* fl 0 W (j), we note ~ (1» 1, n-2) ' ex' 
and that ~ (1/n, 1/n, (n-2)/n)' e 0*, for 0* A 0^ '^^  ^3^  cj), we 
note 2 (1' 2, n-3) ' e %' and that 2^  (l/n, 2/n, 
(n-3)/n)' £ 0*. So, condition 2 of the theorem is satisfied. For the 
condition 3,%= (n-2, 2, 0)' e %' satisfies (%) = 
(1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 0 Int 0* U (0* D 90). For the condition 4, £ = 
(2, 3, n-5) ' e %' satisfies = (2/n, 3/n, (n-5)/n)' e Int 0*. 
Therefore, all the conditions of the theorem are satisfied which shows 
that the MLE of ^  is inadmissible under squared loss in the restricted 
parameter space 0* if n > 9. 
However, for example 3.3.2, we can choose another subsample space 
X" and have a better result. In other words, by taking the subsample 
space x" = {(0, x, n-x)' e Xî ^  ~ 1» 2, ..., n} and repeating the argu­
ment, we get that the MLE of 0 in the restricted parameter space 0* 
is inadmissible under squared loss if n > 7. 
To see this note that since for each x = 1, 2, ..., n, 
(0 if 6 = 0 
P(X = (0, X, n-x)' 16) G: 8*6%"* =  ^
' positive if 9^  > 0, 
Not empty if i = 2 
Empty otherwise , 
Not empty if [i,jl = [1,2] 
Empty otherwise . 
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we have 0(x") = {(Gg, 8^ , 0^ ) E 8*: 8^  > 0}. On (0(x")> X")» we have 
the probability distribution 
(D) 8*8? * 
- (0, X, n-x)' |0) = -jï  ^
Ï 9 
y=l 
Now, we have to check the compactification procedure. 
lim P„„(X = (0, X, n-x)' e) = lim 
 ^ n6"-l + Z (") 
 ^ y=2 y  ^  ^
( 1 if X = 1 
(0 if X > 2. 
[Note: Since 1/2 < 0„ < 1, we don't need to consider the case 0- ->• 0 
— z — z 
or (0^ , Gg) (0, 0).] 
Let's define 0(1) = {(0, 0, 1)'} 
0(2) = {(0, 1/2, 1/2)'} 
0(3) = {0 = (0Q, 0^ , 0^ ) e 0; 0 < 0^  < 1/2} 
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Suppose the MLE of ^  is admissible on (8*, %)» then there exists 
a prior distribution on 0(x") = 8* such that the MLE of ^  is Bayes 
agsint dT(^ ). Let us break dT(0) up to three parts: 
dT(0^ ) = a^  dIgCeO + (1 - a^  - a^ )dG(8) (3.3.18) 
where is a probability measure concentrated on 0(i) for i = 1, 2, 
dG(EO is a probability measure on 0(3) and a^ , a^  are constants that 
satisfy 0 _< a^ , a^ , 1 - a^  - a^  _< 1. 
Lemma 3.3.5; 
In equation (3.3.18), the constant a^  is less than one. 
Proof ; 
Suppose a^  = 1, i.e., dT(_6) = dl^ (£). Consider X = (0, 1, n-1) ' e 
Since P t»(X = (0, 1, n-1) ' 10 = (0, 0, 1)') = 1, we have 
a 
/p „(X = (0, 1, n-l)'|8)dl (EO = 1. Hence, 
X  ^
i MLe'Ï = 1' n-1)') - «1 BayasSÇ " CO, X, n-1)') 
= / 8^ P^ „(X = (0, 1, n-1)' |8)dl^ (8) = 0 
which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.3.5 implies / P „(X = (0, x, n-x)'|^ )dT(^ ) > 0 for any 
X = 1, 2, ..., n. So, for any x = 1, 2, ..., n and any i = 0, 1, 2, 
/84Pv"(X^ (O,x,n-x)'|0)dT(8) 
®i Bayes^ Ç = *-%)') = — "
Jp „(X=(0,x,n-x)'|£)dT(£) 
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Is well-defined and uniquely determined. 
Lemma 3.3.6: 
In equation (3.3.18), the constant 1 - a^  ^- a^  is zero. 
Proof ; 
Suppose 1 - a^  - 32 >0. Consider X = (0, n, 0)' e x"* By simple 
calculation, 0^  MLE^ — ~ n, 0)') = • Since by assumption, the 
MLE of ^  is equal to the Bayes estimator of ^  against dT(£), we have 
1 - - - /QiV(X= (0,n,0)'|e)dT(8) 
2 \ MLE ®1 Bayes / p (x= (0,n,0)' |e)dT(0) 
X 
Hence 0 = / (| - 8^ )P „(X = 0, n, 0)'|0)dT(0) 
=: a^f (j - 8^)P „(X = (0, n, 0)' |£)dl^(0) 
+ Bzf (j- 8^)P^„(X = (0, n, 0)' 18)dig(8) 
+ (1 - - ap f (J - e^ )P „(X = (0, n, 0)' |8)dG(8) 
= (1 - a^  - a^ ) f (j - 8^ )P „(X = (0, n, 0)' |9)dG(0) > 0. 
This is a contradiction and so 1 - a^  - a^  must be zero. 
By Lemma 3.3.5 and Lemma 3.3.6, we have 
dT(8) = c dl,(0) + (1 - c) dl„(0) 
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where c is a constant that satisfies 0 ^  c j< 1. 
Now, consider X = (0, 2, n-2)'. Obviously, the MLE of 0^  when 
X = (0, 2, n-2)' observed is 2/n, that is less than j since n ^  7. 
But note that 
2  ^ . /0^ P^ „(X= (0,2,n-2)'|0)dT(e) 
n 1 MLE 1 Bayes j p (x= (0,2,n-2)' |j8)dT(^ ) 
c / 8^ P^ „(X-(0,2,n-2) ' |6)dl^ (8) + (1-c) / 0^ Py„(X=(O.2,n-2) ' (9^ ) 
c/P^ M(X=(0.2,n-2)'l0)dl. (0) + (1-c) / P .,(X=(0,2,n-2) | 0)dl (^ ) 
X X 
0 +  ( 1 -c) Y Py,(X=(0,2,n-2)'|2 = (0.1/2,1/2)') 
0+ (1-c) P „(X=(0,2,n-2)'|0 = (0,1/2,1/2)') 
_ 1 
" 2 
which is a contradiction. 
Example 3.3.3; 
Dykstra (1985) gave a procedure to find the MLE of 0 = (0..) 
where 
X = (X ) ~ Multinomial (n, 0) 
l<i,j<s 
with sample space % = {(%..) : x . = 0, 1, ..., n, 
l<i,j<s 
Z  Z = n} 
and the restricted parameter space 
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0* = {6 = (9 ) : 0 < 9 < 1, 2Z 9.. = 1, 
^ 
a I 
S 9. >  Z  Q  .  for each Z  =  1 , 2 , . . . , s }  
1=1 1=1 
Using Theorem 3.3.1, we can prove that the MLE of 9 is inadmissible if 
2 
n 2 2s +1 under the squared loss function. 
Let 0 be the unrestricted parameter space, i.e., 
e = {9 = (9,,) : 0 < 9., < 1, Z2 9., = 1}. 
i<i,j<8 -
Note that this example follows into our previous framework when the 
parameter space is restricted. To avoid confusion, we will denote double 
index i j by (i, j). 
It is obvious that T  = {(1, j): i = 1, 2, ..., s, j =1, 2, ..., s} 
2 
and dim G* = s - 1. 
2 
Take any r e {1, 2, ..., s - 1} and let it be fixed. 
Choose any (i^ , j^ ), (i^ , j^ ) e T 
[(ilJl).-.-»(ir'jr^  ^
where 0* 0 G / then there exists at least one 
(1^ , y such that Ijj < Jij. 
Choose 
n - r - + 2 if (i, j) = (i^ , j^ ) 
=2 if (i, j) = (1^ , j^ ), ..., (i^ , j^ ) 
except (i , i ) 
* 1 otherwise.  ^  ^
2 Then, by the condition of n > 2s +1, 
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n - r - s ^ + 2 >  2 s ^  + l - r - s ^ + 2 = s ^ - r + 3  
> - (s^  -1) + 3 = 4 > 2. 
Since =/—is easy to check that/—^ \e 0*. Therefore, 
the conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 3.3.1 are satisfied. 
( n - 2(s^  - 1) if (i,j) = (s,s) 
Choose y = (y .) such that y . = j 
 ^  ^ ( 2 otherwise. 
Then, we have n - 2(s^  - 1) > 3. This implies 8», ^.(y) =f—^ jand it 
is easy to check that does not belong to Int 0* nor 30. Therefore, 
ÔMLE^ y) ^  Int 0* U (0* n 30), so the condition 3 of Theorem 3.3.1 is 
satisfied. 
Choose Z = (Z^ j) such that 
( n - 2(s^  - 1) if (i, j) = (1, s) 
Zij = 
' 2 otherwise . 
n  ^*1 *1 \ 
Then, we have n - 2(s - 1) >3. This implies 8^ ,. ^ .(z) =| —^ le Int 0*, 
— ~nLli ~ \ n / 
So, the condition 4 of the theorem is satisfied. By the previous 
theorem, 6^ ^^  ^is inadmissible in the restricted parameter space Q* if 
n > 2s^  + 1. 
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3.4. Inadmissibility of the MLE for some 
Multinomial Problems whose Parameter Spaces Are Restricted 
to an Affine Subspace of the Natural Parameter Space 
In section 3.3, we showed an inadmissibility result of the MLE 
for a multinomial problem under the squared loss when the parameter 
space 0* is assumed to be a closed convex subset of the natural 
parameter space 0 and where the dimension of 0* is the same as the 
dimension of 0. However, as we mentioned in remark 3.3.1, when the 
dimension of 0* is lower than the dimension of 0, in some cases, the 
MLE can be admissible under the squared error loss. 
In this section, we consider the trinomial distribution X = 
(XQ, X^ , X^ )' where parameter space 0* is restricted to the affine 
subspace of the natural parameter space 0. 
In Theorem 3.4.1, some sufficient conditions on 0* such that the 
MLE is admissible under the squared error loss will be given. On 
the other hand, in Theorem 3.4.2, a sufficient condition on G* such 
that the MLE is inadmissible under the squared error loss will be 
given. 
Even though we have limited ourselves to the trinomial distribu­
tion, extensions to the higher dimensional multinomial problems may 
be handled in a similar way. 
Recall 
X = {X = (Xq, x^, Xg)': x^ = 0, 1, ..., n, x^ + x^ + x^ = n}. 
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0 = {0 = (0Q, 8^ , e^ )': 0 < 0^  1 1, Bq + 01 + 8% = 1} 
and 0* is a one-dimensional affine subspace of 0. 
Theorem 3.4.1: 
The one-dimensional affine subspace 0* of 0 satisfies either 
(i) 0* contains a vertex of 0 
or 
(11) 0* is parallel to a side of 0, 
i.e., 0* is 
(i-a) 0* = {(8, ae, 1 - (a4-l)8)' : 0 < 8 < l/(a+l)} 
(i-b) 0* = {(0, 1 - (b+l)0, b0)': 0 £ 0 £ 1/(b+1)} 
(i-c) 0* = {(0, c(l-8), (l-c)(l-8))'; 0 < 6 < 1} 
where 0£a< + oo, 0 _<b< + oo, 0 £ c £ 1 are constants, 
or 
(il-a) 0* = {(0, a, l-a-0)'^  0 £ 0 £ 1-a} 
(li-b) 0* = {(0, l-a-0, a)'; 0 £ 0 £ 1-a} 
(ii-c) 0* = {(a, 0, l-a-0)': 0 £ 0 £ 1-a}. 
Then, for X Trinomial (n, ^ ) where 0_ e 0*, the MLE of _0 is 
admissible under the squared error loss. 
Proof : 
Case (i-a) was done in Remark 3.3.1. The cases (i-b) and (i-c) 
are the same as case (i-a). 
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In case (il-b), P(X = (XQ, X ,^ x^ )'|(8, a, l-a-0)') 
Œ 0 (l-a-0) Œ Ç (1-Ç) where Ç = 0/(l-a). Then we have 
X 
Çmtc- ~ T , SO by the invariance property of the MLE we have 
M^LE Xg + Xg 
0MTr. = (1-a) ° 
MLE x„ + x„ ' 
Using the sequence of priors 
iXhO =  i  ( ( )  +  ! } ( ( ) }  
we have 
r = r 
stepwise Bayes M^LE 
Since 0 = (l-a)ç, i.e., 0 is a linear function of Ç, we have 
'X /\ xn 
s^tepwise Bayes = ®MLE* "ence, 0^  ^= (1-a) —T^  is admissible 
under the squared error loss. 
The same proof can apply to cases (ii-b) and (ii-c). 
On the other hand, if an affine subspace 0* does not satisfy 
either condition (i) or condition (ii), we can prove that the MLE is 
inadmissible under the squared error loss when assuming some slight 
additional conditions. To prove this, we assume 
G* = {(0, a+b0, 1-a - (b+l)0)' ; 0 < 0 < 
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where 0 < a < 1 
(3.4.1) 
0 < b < + °° are constants. 
Choose x' = {(0, X, n-x)' e %: x = 0, 1 n-1}. 
Then, we have 
P(X = (0, X, n-x)'16) = (")(a + b6)*(l - a - (b+l)0)" * 
= (1 - a)" (") (a(b+l) + b(l-a);)*(l - G)^ "* 
(d-a) (b+l))"" 
where Ç = ^  ^  ^ 9. 1 - a 
By simple calculation, we have 
bx(l-a) - (n-x)(b+l)a 
nb(1-a) 
?MLE<^  = (0, n-x)') = j tf X 1 a(b+î)Tba-a) 
0 otherwise . (3.4.2) 
By the invariance property of the MLE, we have 
bx(l-a) - (n-x)(b+l)a 
nb(b+l) 
9 = ' 
MLE 
if bx(l-a) - (n-x)(b+l)a ^  0 
otherwise. (3.4.3) 
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Theorem 3.4.2; 
Let X ~ Trinomial (n, £), £ e 0* where 0* is given by (3.4.1). 
Furthermore, assume 
" " * ^  a(b+l)^ + b(l-a) (3.4.4) 
1 ^  a(b+l)^ + b(l-a) " (3.4.5) 
Then is an inadmissible estimator of 0 where 0 < 0 < (l-a)/(b+l) and jyiiijL — — 
0 = (0, a+b0, 1 - a - (b+l)0)' under the squared error loss. 
Proof ; 
Since 0 is a linear function of Ç, it is enough for us that the 
MLE of Ç is inadmissible under the squared error loss. 
Let us find 0(x ' )  = e[0,l]: there exists (0, x, n-x)' e such 
that P(X = (0, x, n-x)'|ç) > 0} first. Since for any 0 ^  Ç < 1, we 
have a(b+l) + b(l-a)Ç > 0, therefore 
(a(b+l) + b(l-a)Ç)*(l - 5)^ "* > 0 
for any x = 0, 1, ..., n-1. 
On the other hand, 
(1 - 1)" * = 0 for any x = 0, 1, ...» n-1. 
These facts imply 0(x ' )  = [0, 1). 
So, we can define the restricted probability distribution on 
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(x'> 0(x')) as follows: 
P(X = (0, X, n-x)' k) 
P^ ,(X = (0, X, n-x)'I;) = ^  
2 P(X = (0, y, n-y)' jç) 
y=0 
ra(b+l) + b(l-a)CnX n^-x 
V- (1-a) (b+1)  ^
.a(b+1) + b(l-a)C,y .^ n-y • 
y:o (1-a) (b+1)  ^
Therefore, 
lim P ,(X = (0, X, n-x)'lç) 
ç^ l  ^
/nwa(b+l) + b(l-a)CiX . .n-x-1 
V- (1-a) (b+1)  ^
= lim — 
where y ^  1} 
( 1 if X = n - 1 
( 0 otherwise. 
Suppose 5j^ g(X = (Xg, x^ , x^ )') is admissible for Ç under 
squared error loss. Then 6 is also admissible for the restricted 
problem (%', 0(x ')). Obviously, 0(x ' )  = [0, 1] and the probability 
distribution P^,(X = (x^, x^, x^)']?) is well-defined on (x ' ,  0 (x ' ) )  
by the compactification procedure. 
By complete class theorem, there exists a prior probability 
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measure dT(Ç) where 6^^ is Bayes against drCÇ) in the restricted 
problem (%', ©(X'))• 
Let us break dT(Ç) up into three parts; 
dT(ç) = a + bdG(ç) + (1-a-b) (3.4. 
where dG(Ç) is a probability measure on (0, 1). 
Lemma 3.4.1: 
In equation (3.4.6), the constant 1-a-b must be less than 
one. 
Proof; 
Choose X = (0, n-1, 1)' e x'• By (3.4.2) and (3.4.3), 
(0, u-i. »•) = 
n-1 _ (b+l)a . n-1 
n nb(l-a) n 
On the other hand, 
1 > ^ KLE^ Ç = (0. n-1, 1)') = GgayesCS = <0' "-1' D') 
/çP^ ,(X = (0, n-1, 1)'|C) dT(ç) 
" "j-P ,(X = (0, n-1, 1)'|5) dT(ç) 
/ÇP^,(X= (0, n-1, 1)'|;) dl{^^^}(;) 
 ^/P^ ,(X = (0, n-1, 1)'|;) dI{ç^ i}(Ç) 
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P^ ,(x = (0, n-1, 1)'|; = 1) 
' P^ ,(X = (0, n-1, l)'|s = 1) " ^ . 
X 
This is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.4.1 implies 
/ P ,(X = (0, X, n-x)'|ç) dxCç) > G for any x = 0,1,...,n-l. 
X 
(3.4.7) 
In fact, 
/ (X = (0, X, n-x)'lç) dl^ ç^ Qj(ç) 
a [a(b+l)]*' 1^  * > 0 for any x = 0, 1, ..., n-1 
and 
/ P ,(X = (0, X, n-x)'Is) dG(Ç) 
X 
°= / (a(b+l) + b(l-a) )* (1-Ç)""* dG(Ç) > 0 
for any x = 0, 1, n-1. 
Since dT(5) = a dl{ =Q}(;) + bdG(ç) + (1 - a - b) 
Lemma 3.4.1 implies a > 0 or b > 0, and we have fact (3.4.7). 
Fact (3.4.7) implies the Bayes estimator of Ç is well-defined 
and uniquely determined against the prior distribution dT(ç) for each 
X = 0, 1, ..., n-1. 
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Lemma 3.4.2: 
In equation (3.4.6), the constant b must be zero. 
Proof ; 
Suppose b > 0. Then for X = (0, 1, n-1)', by (3.4.2) and (3.4.5) 
Ç^ j^ g(X = (0, 1, n-l)') = 0. 
On the other hand, 
SBayes(% = <0' 1' *-!)') 
«a/çP^,(X= (0, 1, n-l)'le) dI{^=o}(;) 
+ b/çP , (X= (0, 1, n-l)'10 dG(ç) 
X 
+ (1-a-b); ;p ,(X= (0, 1, n-l)'I;) di{^ i^}(;) 
= 0 + Ç[a(b+1) + b(l-a)Ç] (.1-0 dG(Ç) + 0 
E c(y)[a(b+l) +b(l-a)]^  (1-;)*"? 
y=0 
> 0 where c(x) = (")[(1-a)(b+1)] ^  
since b > 0 and dG(Ç) is a probability measure on (0, 1). Hence, 
0 = ^ g(X = (0, 1, n-l)') = Egayés= (0. 1, n-l)') > 0. This is 
a contradiction. 
By Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.4.2, we have dT(ç) = a dI^ _^Qj(?) 
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+ (1-a) where 0 £ a < 1. 
From (3.4.2) and (3.4.4), S]^ g(X = (0, n-2, 2)') > 0. On the 
other hand, 
Sayes^ =^ ""2' 2)') « a / ÇP^ , (X = (0, n-2, 2)'|ç) dI^ ^^ Q^ (;) 
+ (1-a)/ÇP^ ,(X = (0, n-2, 2)'|ç) 
= a*0 + (1-a) '0=0. 
Hence, 0 < ^ g^(X = (0, n-2, 2)') = Çg^ yes^ - 2)') = 0, 
this is a contradiction. 
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